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Directory of Local Unions 
a t A. 
New York Clou; O p e r a t o r s . . . . . . .238 Fourth Ave., New York City 
Philadelphia C Mkmakers 244 S. 8tli St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
New York Pie
 (! Tailors . . 9 W. 21st St., New York City 
Baltimore Go; , m a k e r s 1023 E. Baltimore St., Baltimore, Md. 
New Jersey Kn hroidcrers 144 Bcrgenlinc Ave., Uriion Hill. N i l . 
New York Em noidcrers 519 Bergen Ave., New York City 
Boston Raincc < Makers .38 Causeway S t , Boston, Mast. 
San Francisco U d i e s ' Garment Workers 354—23rd Ave. 
New York C I O K and Suit Tailors : 228 Second Ave., New York City 
New York Anr.i i;amatcd Ladies' Garment Cut te r s . .7 W. 21st St., New York City 
Brownsville, N. t\, C l o a k m a k c r s . ; S . . . 219 Sackman St.. Brooklyn, N. V. 
Boston Cloak f u s e r s 751 Washington St., Boston.Mas*. 
Montreal, Cana> n, Cloakmakcrs ' . . .37 Prince Arthur, E. Montreal. Canada 
Toronto , Canail i. Cloakmakcrs 208 Spadina Ave., Toronto , Canada 
Philadelphia W I ttmakcrs 40 N . 9th St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
St. Louis Clonk Cut te r s . . Fraternal Building, St . Louis, Mo. 
New York Rci ( -makers . . 117 Second Ave., New York City 
Chicago Cloak ; ud Suit Prcs,sers 1815 W. Division S t , Chicago, 111. 
Montreal, Canail. , Cloak C u t t e r s . . . .1178 Cadieux, Montreal. Canada 
New York \Vat< tproof Garment W o r k e r s 22 W. 17th St., New York^City 
Newark, N. I., Clunk and Suiimakcrs 103 Montgomery St., Newark, N. I. 
New York Skirl nakers .231 E. 14th St.. New York City 
Boston Skirt an; .Jressmakcrs" Union 751 Washington, St.. Boston, Mass. 
New York W a i n and Dressmakers 16 W. 21st St., New York City 
Cleveland Ladtei ' Garment Worke r s . 314 Superior Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 
Cleveland Skirt Vakers 314 Superior Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 
Seattle, Wash.. Indies ' Garment W o r k e r s 153— 15th Ave., Seattle, Wash. 
Cleveland, Cloak I'inisltcrs* Union 314 Superior Ave., Cleveland .Ohio 
Cincinnati Ladle t ' Garment Cutters 311 Odd Fellows Hall, Cincinnati, Ohio 
Ladies* Garment 'Yorkers 721 N. Market St.. Louisville, Ky. 
Winnipeg Ladies Garment W o r k e r s . . . . I^ahor Temple. Winnipeg. Man. 
Bridgeport Cor>;r Workers 409 Warner Building, Bridgeport, Conn. 
Bridgeport Cors : Cutters 409 Warner Building, Bridgeport, Conn. 
New York Press* 11 ..228 Second Ave., New York City 
Boston Ladies' 'I i Jlors 751 Washington St., Boston, Mas*. 
Cleveland Cloak r 'rc*scrs' Onion .314 Superior Ave.. Cleveland, Ohio 
New Haven C o r e l Cutters 173 Kdgcwood Ave., New Haven, Com 
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SUCCESSFUL STRIKE OF THE LADIES ' TAILORS 
While we arc writing these lines the victory of the ladies' tailors 
Local No. g0 is assured. No sooiter was the strike declared than many em-
ployers besieged the settlement committee of the union, eager to come to 
terms and willing to concede the workers' demands* for a 20 per cent 
increase in wages. 
There is no doubt that Local No. 80 will emerge from this s t r i ku^ 
stronger than ever. Already the strike of last year had the effect of placing 
the Ladies' and Alteration Tailors' Union on a solid foundation. But there 
is no regularity of employment in this trade, which has only one short 
season, and when employment falls off- the employers begin to take liberties 
with the workers. They even take the liberty of going back upon their 
pledged word which they seal aid sign in their agreement with the union. 
I This condition of affairs has. prevailed in the ladies' tailoring trade 
for a numbejj^f years. Ever since the great strike of 1911 the union has 
felt called upon to renew the struggle every year about this time, when the 
season begins. This is probably due to the fact that until last year the local 
had not managed to attain a sufficiently responsible management to ensure 
its strength and stability. The manufacturers, therefore, did £ot fear it. 
Disunity and lack of sound order within destroyed the manufacturers' respect 
for the union and provided them with a pretext and opportunity to harass 
the workers in the dull season, at a time when the union is least able to 
wage a victorious fight with them. 
The strike could *have been avoided had .the manufacturers clearly 
perceived that in the present slate of industrial affairs it is necessary to 
adapt one's self to prevailing conditions. Pre-war ideas in regard to capital 
and labor and industrial management have changed in the last year or so. 
Not only is there a noticeable growth of Labor's power and influence; not 
only do we see a marked increase in the influence of progressive men and 
women who sympathize with Labor's aims and ideals, but we also sec the 
advent of quite a new factor in the economic life of society—a factor which 
vas almost unexpected; and many employers have hardly had time to 
-lizc the fact. 
It is not quite a year since the Government assumed control over the 
railroads and transport industry of the country; and in the brief period of 
; 
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nine months a js mat change has taken place in the policy of dealing wil 
laboR Almost ei l:ry month in the year 1918 has witnessed an ever-widening 
breach in the fori; ed wall which capitalist manufacturers had erected around 
themselves. Th; . consisted of such phrases as. "nothing to arbitrate," "no 
recognition of the light to organize," "no collective agreements" and absolute 
domination over |,*c workers. Each time a union presented demands or 
conducted a strili! it aimed a blow at this iron wall. And it frequently 
happened that a;brr the union had succeeded in breaking it down the 
capitalist manufacturers set to work re-erecting it, and thus bringing about 
the development -; ;i fresh struggle. 
But under j; assure of the war a chain of circumstances arose, requiring 
a different polic; a more human policy. First, labor has been in great 
demand and the tibor forces have diminished precisely in the industries 
essential to the w \ r. Second, the cost of living has mounted more than 
siNty g€r cent. Til lid, it really did not appear proper that while our country 
entered the war f.;i democracy in.other countries, autocracy and despotism 
in the shops and i ulustrics should be permitted to exist right here. These 
facts were so glari- \\, so palpable that the Government soon recognized many 
of Labor's claimsv md initiated changes in the system of dealing with the 
workers in the sho| .- and factories producing for the war. 
Thus in th< course of nine months wages have been raised?'' The 
eight hour day, tini; and one-half for overtime, double time for Sundays and 
holidays, the print pic of collective bargaining and machinery for settling 
dispute's have been preognized and in places actually introduced. The Gov-
ernment itscf has p. ( its seal on these industrial reforms in the: war industries. 
This policy 111,1 naturally had a strong effect on public opinion. The 
fact that such repri ''-ntatives of capital as Charles M. Schwab and Samuel 
Untermcycr have o • oe to the conclusion that the war will initiate an; era 
of social justice is «; ',|denee of the spirit of the time, ft shows, at all events, 
that when the strugt\ - for reconstruction will set in, many former opponents 
of advanced ideas aiiil the labor movement will join the progressive forces. 
• 
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We have for a moment diverted attention from our main topic to show-
that the average mji mfacturcr is rather backward and docs not realize tin-
necessity of adaptin,; himself to circumstances. Had the ladies' tailoring 
employers kept theii eyes open to events transpiring in industrial centers 
the strike would eas ji have been avoided. Our International Union invited 
the employers to a cinference. But ostrich-like they hid their heads in the 
sands of chancj^and infused to see that the union was quite'serious in its 
strike talk, and tliat t'.ie ladies' tailors w^re no longer the submissive and 
meek workers of pan years. 
Vice President Lefkovits, who had led the strike in 1917 and had 
manager of Local Ni . PO for a long time, was expressly summoned fro 
Montreal to take cha,ijlj of the strike. This year he had a much easier task 
with the smaller empliYcrs, while President Schlesingcr negotiated with the 
large firms. • ] • 
. 
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&i Satisfaction and: enthusiasm prevail in union circles. It is to be 
hoped thaHghis enthusiasm and satisfaction will not stop at every worker 
individually/BBlBfet it will percolate through the union and the shops toward 
that unity and solidarity which renders every labor organization an impreg-
nable fortress. Let this be our congratulation to the ladies' tailors. They 
must bring the union to the condition which should inspire respect among 
the employers. 
- - • 
The Ladies' Tailors' Union would be considerably strengthened if the 
thousands of women dressmakers, working practically in the same trade and 
many of them in the same establishments, could be properly organized. A 
large number of these women and girls are organized in our Custom Dress-
makers' Union, Local No. 90, but they are mostly those working in the 
smaller shops and stores. The dressmakers employed in the large factories 
have always been inaccessible. It is hard to deliver them from their preju-
dices against the union. They let themselves be persuaded that they are in 
a better position without the protection of the union, and t h e / will not sec 
that by falling into this error they only play into their employers' hands, 
producing profits for them, whije remaining subject tp the- employers' will 
and separated from their organized sisters. 
Each time the ladies' tailors, the men, have won recognition and a 
higher wage by united effort through the union, the dressmakers, the girls, 
were left out in the cold because of their indifference to the union an-d their 
acting in the shop each one for herself. Now that the ladies' tailors' strike 
has proved a success and the manufacturers have bowed to the will pf the 
union, it should be easier to enroll the dressmakers in fiscal No. 90 and 
improve their condition. The officers of the Custom Dressmakers' Union 
are working diligently toward that end Brother Elner, the manager of 
Local No. 90, is well familiar with the situation, as yet from the time when 
the .^ dressmakers were under the jurisdiction of Local No. 25 as Private 
Dressmakers' Branch. Brother Miner is untiring in his efforts to reach the 
unorganized dressmakers.-
A vigorous campaign is now in progress for organizing these; dress-
makers and to obtain for them recognition and an increase of 20 p«r cent 
V 
in wages. 
CLEVELAND (XOAKMAKKKS AWAIT 
A FAVOKABLE DECISION 
The referees of the War Department who have been investigating 
conditions in the Cleveland cloak and skirt shop* have not as yet announced 
their decision. In the general office of the International Union it is expected 
tha t the decision will be announced one of these days, and there can be n o 
doubt that the decision will be favorable to the workers. 
TH* taunts' OARMKXT WOBKEH 
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This is the i<scdnd- investigation. Before the" matter was submitted to 
the referees of th; War Department an investigation had been made by the 
Department of Lil:or at the request of the manufacturer^. The result of 
that investigation 1 published in the Monthly Review of the Labor depart-
ment for August. Mr. Emmet's report is scrupulously impartial describing 
in measured term:! the system hitherto prevailing in the shops of the Cleve-
land cloak and si; rt manufacturers. Emphasis is laid in the report upon 
the manner in whi 1 a few of the employers regularized employment. When 
work was scanty i: t the better line of merchandise the workers' were kept in 
partial cmploymer, on inferior garments, wash skirts, and so forth. But in 
spite of all this tht 'wages were much below the rate paid for similar work 
in other centers of ndustry. 
The mjujgfai I iirers have put this forward as evidence of their solici-
tude for the worki is, as showing that they are better than other people, 
inasmuch as they, tud carried on operations in conformity with a system. 
However, the sorCilled superior way of dealing with the employees could 
not prevent the wot i ers from revolting against the scientific ice-cold system. 
Wc publishei in the last issue the very clear terms upon which the 
present investigator was to be directed. In point of wages and a machinery 
for dealing with gr. ii'antes the decision of the referees must bring a radical 
improvement in in condition of the Cleveland cloakmakcrs. The manu-
facturers did all in Ilieir power to justify their cold system and the small 
wage they have bet' 1 paying. On the other hand, President Schlcsinger of 
our International V tion furnished the committee of referees with all data 
regarding wages pail in the cloak and skirt shops of New York and other 
cities, as well as foci !i relating to prevailing systems for adjusting disputes. 
The increase to be c sided upon is.to date back to August 1. 1918. 
The greatest j! iin for the workers is that the manufacturers must no 
longer prevent then: from being organized. This gives them an oppor-
tunity to build up a :<>\vcrful organization and prepare for the future. 
A "RAISE" TOR THE CHILDREN'S DRESS CUTTERS 
'. The Intematioi 111 Union is negotiating with the employers for an, in-
crease of wages for tl ii cutters in the children's dress industry. The agrce-
the employers are oil 1 ring an increase of $3 before the expiration of the 
agreement is fresh ciidence that they are reckoning with the power and 
influence of the unio . 
The union is inking for a minimum of $31 a week.for all cutters 
receiving above $26. [his amounts to an increase of about $4.00 a week. 
In March of thi I year all the week workers in the industry, including 
the cutters, received in extra increase; for on January 1, 1918, they came 
' 
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in for an increase o f ^ H | g s providcdNn the agreement This will there-
fore be the third increase loTine cutters in one year. The previous increases 
were very inadequate. 
As to the children's dressmakers. Local No. SO is preparing for the 
coming conferences with the representatives of the manufaeturera5|a*socia-
tion. The present agreement is defective, and were not the industry in 
good condition the union would have experienced difficulties with the 
employers. It is for the representatives of the union to negotiate a new 
agreement which shall be a more perfect instrument, particularly in the 
provision relating to preference for members of the union. In the associa-
tion houses the preference provision was for a time neglected to the disad-
vantage of the union people. Needless to say that an increase of wages 
must be secured for the workers to enable them to meet the high cost of 
necessaries-
Upon his visit to Boston last month Brother Barony General Secre-
tary-Treasurer of the International, conferred with the representatives of 
the Waist and Dress Manufacturers* Association and succeeded in securing 
an increase of wages for the workers in the trade. The cutters were 
granted an increase of $4.00 a week; others from $2.50 to $3.00. ^ R 
Local No. 49, Waist, Dress and Petticoat Makers' Union, of Boston 
is in good condition. In the last two years the union idea has taken deep 
root in the minds of its members. The. manufacturers realize this and 
respect this organization which consists mostly of women workers. The 
union is welt managed and has bright future prospects. 
Local No. 49 .this summer fell in line with the Unity House move-
ment for vacations and had its Unity camp in a select summer resort 
district, as the readers will see from Fannia M. Conn's vivid impressions in 
another column. This shows that the local has active and energetic members 
and is permeated by unity and solidarity. These are qualities which bring 
success to every union in all its undertakings. 
ACHIBVBMEI THE CLOAK PRKSSKRS* UNION 
LOCAL N. . 35 
In the history of the International Union the Cloak Presscrs' Local 
\'o. 35 of New York will figure as a veritable pioneer. At one time presscrs 
had been the most backward workers in the needle industry. But under 
the influence of the Cloakmakers' Union the presscrs have become active 
union men and have developed a remarkably enterprising spirit. Local 
LADIES' GJUHKKT W o m i 
No. 35 was first in I K 6cld in introducing a statistical department. Whil 
in other union cin: <:s the idea of a statistical department was frequently 
discussed, Local Ni. 35 reduced talk to action. The idea was given effect 
as yet in 1912 or ; !U3. 
Brother Mori iH Sigman was then the local manager- As soon as he 
stepped into that ol ii* he began to feel the urgency of improving the con-
dition of the pres9« ii in various ways. As yet five years ago Sigman was 
one of the few prac ii:al minds among us to perceive the truth that a union 
can win the hearts 11! its members by taking a whole-hearted interest in all 
matters affecting tit fir lives. 
tt so happened that Sigman then had as his book-keeper and assistant 
Brother A. Kazan, ;i :|uiet but earnest and devoted young man. Kazan has 
been from the beginning the right man in the right place They were 
both weaving plans but they did not stop at that; they also < 
them out. 
When the Botifll of Arbitration in 1913 accorded the cloak prej 
increase of wages, »' Cognizing their case as more urgent than that of 
cutters, it was mainl;. luc to the fact that the pressors' union submitted figi 
prvoing their low e» "'lings. 
Subsequently Local No. 35 carried into effect Sigman's plan of 
benefit fund for consumptive members. The membership agreed to *pay a 
dollar a year per cap ;a for that purpose, and since then hundreds of mem-
bers have had their malth restored as a result. 
Step by step he local proceeded in the effort of internal improve-
ments for the bcneli- of its membership. The consumption benefit fund 
developed into a gei: ileal sick fund, and a relief fund was introduced for 
members in distress. A connection was formed with the Joint Board of 
Sanitary Control for I : physical and health examination of its members. All 
this has been done w : I; deliberation and by the aid of exact figures. There-
after Local No. 9, Clculi Finishers, and Local No. 23, Skirt Makers, followed 
the example of Local Mo. 35 and introduced tuberculosis benefit and relief 
funds. 
Local No. 35 iiji's the first to agitate for a sanitarium financed and 
maintained by the (I ilirc organization. Now that this ideal has been 
realized, the fact shou.:I not be forgotten. 
£$ot long ago 1 ><a\ No. 35 branched out in a new direction. The 
growing prices of the i ust of food suggested the idea that there would bc,nu 
harm in providing- thti membership with certain foodstuffs at cheaper rates 
than in the retail sin;cs, and immediately thought was translated into 
1
 action. The WS^sta i l rd in a small way, like a tiny seed planted in the 
soil. Presently the fc; i;f seed grew into a healthy normal plant bringing 
forth good fruk. A ii ii on cooperative store has been slowly built up and 
its capital is already ijilhogtgd at $7,000 to §8,000. Not only pressors but 
also cloakmakers and ' it embers of other unions may procure good quality 
foodstuffs in this unioi; store at cheaper rates. For the local is seeking no 
profits. Its aim is to; {lenefit its membership and it can atford to sell at 
cost plus a small resei : N - ; 
• 
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The young: enterprise is growing and is destined to blossom out into 
a tremendous j i n d a t e ^ n i t h gainful results to thousands of members 
and. their families. Locarno. *5 has just acquired a large, attractive house 
where the union will be able to extend its various activities. The union 
cooperative store will sell to its members not only foodstuffs but other 
necessary articles as well and effect a saving to them of dollars and cents. 
In another column this interesting enterprise is descrifild with 
greater detail. Here we shall-conclude by saying that great credit is doe 
to Local Wo. 35 and its officers for.this genuine initiative. Its officers did 
not proceed from the theoretic viewpoint that cooperative enterprise pro-
motes the interest of the labor movement and can be profitable if properly 
managed. They sought to alleviate distress among the prcssers who were 
pinched by slackness on one side and by the high cost of living on the 
other; and possessing the spirit of enterprise'they have developed a union 
cooperative concern which has large possibilities. 
in i>assing, it might be helpful to us to take a glance into the near 
future. When peace will again rule the world many of the old and present 
trade union methods will fall into disuse. In the struggle with their historic 
foe—capitalism—it will devolve upon the workers to resort to new methods 
and weapons, and cooperative production and distribution of the product 
will then play a greater part in the struggle with the capitalist-profiteers. 
There is no better way to develop the enterprising spirit of the organized 
workers and their ability to manage their organization affairs than such a 
cooperative undertaking as is now growing up in the Cloak Presscrs' Union, 
Local No. 35. 
* * * M: 
A word about another kind pf cooperative undertaking which has 
been started by a group of energetic girls of the Waist makers' Union, Local 
No. 25. We refer to the house that forty waistmakers of the Unity Circle 
have rented for residential purposes and for spending their leisure time 
there in useful and edifying pursuits. The house is to be conducted on the 
cooperative principle. 
There is no doubt that under proper management the undertaking 
will be a success. Meantime it is a new venture, an experiment, and the 
energetic girls deserve congratulation and encouragement 
. • , . . . . , . . . » i ^ ^ ^ . . . i . < » . . . « W » V . . . l i , . . . » r r ^ H t r t » i i i i . t i » i . . » i . . « . « « l . . . r . « ^ T < i 
WBY WE MUST SUBSCRIBE LI HER ALLY TO FOURTH 
LIBERTY LOAN 1 
All workers engaged in war industries have benefited by the changes 
incident to the war. Though the country's needjias been great, their rights 
and privileges have not been invaded. President Wilson early announced 
it as his desire that no legislation limiting the hours of work or establishing 
high standards of working conditions and factory sanitation should be 
broken down. 
sss^ssw^ssssssssssssswsaWsssw 
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Not only ha-, tiiis course- been followed, but a great governmental 
machinery for furthering the interests of the laboring class has been bujlt up 
to regulate labor ^conditions—hours, wages, -housing and the like. What the 
workers might have ;iiled to gain after years of agitation they have obtained 
because of .the intervention of government agents to settle disputes with 
employers.- *-
Labor has W : i duly appreciative of this enlightened policy of the 
Administration. Its uplendid efforts have been one-of the outstanding fea-
tures of the country'! ivar-making. Lacking them, America's war programme 
must have come to:;, standstill. Whatever was necessary to carry it on, 
whether harder worl sr longer hours, was given loyally by labor. In addi-
tion, there hasjfeccti a splendid response from the Workers of the country 
to the government1!! \\ypeal for funds. Labor has bought Liberty Bonds 
and War Savings St imps with a will. 
That particulil part of labor's task during the war is a continuing 
one. The govcrnmet i; is calling for more money to finance its ever-growing 
participation in the i!ar. The Fourth Liberty Loan campaign has begun. 
Big as this new lo; n is, America can absorb it. if the workers do their 
share as they have M ith previous loans. It is their war—a war to ^nake 
the world safe for it jinocracy, to assure to every human being a right to 
"life, liberty and the |iursuit,of happiness." President Wilson's latest 
nouncement proves i: By generous purchases of Liberty Bonds they 
give the governmen; jjower'to push the Boche clear back to Berlin. W 
therefore call on our nembcrs to subscribe to the Fourth Liberty Loan 
much as possible. 
Heirs to Time 
Br THOMAS WENTtfOHTH HICCINSON 
Ft; itn •treet and square, from hill and glen, 
i)i;4his vast world beyond tny door, 
!*r the tread of marching men, 
ie patient armies of the poor. 
N»jt ermine-clad or clothed in state, 
'•'tjlfjpu* title-deeds not yet made plain, 
Bit' waking early, toiling late, ;; 
111* heirs of all the earth remain. 
i peasant brain shall yet be wise, 
lie untamed pulse grow calm and still; 
hlind shall see. t he lowly rise, 
ltd work in peace Time's wondrous will 
tit clay, without a trumpet's call . 
Ii|a news will o'er the world be blown: 
t heritage comes back to all; 
|ifc myriad moturchs take their own." 
• 
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cfSiel Ihe British Labor Party 
at the Next Elections 
Great Britain an Interesting Political Simple is Going on in Which the 
Organized Workers Play a Great Part. This Article Describes the 
Situation, Showing How the Labor Party Compares Well with 
the Old Political Parties. 
By A. RQSEBUBY 
\ 
In course of the last nine months the 
British Labor Party has aroused the 
interest of the whole world and es-
pecially that of America. Those who 
have read the very thoughtful recon-
struction program of this now widely 
known party will find here further in-
formation in* regard to its work, its 
methods and its prospects. This article 
is a good beginning for those of oar 
readers who long to have a clear con-
ception of this party and its success. 
In the May issue of the "Ladies' Gar-
ment Worker" I already indicated that 
the Labor party had decided to run 
400 candidates at the next general elec-
tions. At that time it was not quite 
clear "when the elections would take 
place. Now the situation is more defi-
nite and the following points arc quite 
certain: 
First, that the elections will take 
place next November or December, 
Second, that instead of 16,000,000 
voters there will be 20,000,000. 
Third, that the danger of a split in 
the Labor party has almost passed. 
Fourth, "that the popularity'of the 
Labor party is growing among the en-
tire Bntishpcople, despite the malici-
ous and slanderous agitation of the 
capitalist parties against it. 
Fifth, although the British Labor 
party cannot at the next elections elect 
a majority of members of Parliament 
and thus become the ruling power. It 
has an opportunity to elect va large 
number of members and so secure con-
siderable power over the government. 
Let us look into these points more 
closely. 
People Want to Be Consulted 
1. The present Parliament was elect-
ed in 1910 for seven years. Then in 
tHe next year it enacted a law that its 
life should not be prolonged beyond 
five years. This Parliament has thus 
long- passed its constitutional term. 
Owing to the war no general elections 
were neld in 1916, and twice already 
it has been necessary to extend its ex-
istence by special resolutions. For 
eight years the British people have not 
expressed their will through elections 
and they think it is high time to con-
sult them. 
2. In the present Parliament an act 
was passed extending the suffrage to 
women. The election law was also im-
proved in other respects. So that the 
number of votes will be almost double. 
In view of the war situation'and the 
fact that all adult men and women 
have their eyes open to all that Is 
transpiring ow the battlefield and in the 
country, there is no doubt .that every 
voter will record his vote Wf this or 
that party. How will the millions of 
new voters act? Which party will they 
accord the majority? This question is 
uppermost in all minds and the public 
is impatiently awaiting the passing of 
the next few months to see the result. 
Party Firmly Established 
3. The recent conference of the Labor 
party held a few months ago and the 
Trade Union Congress of last month 
have made it certain that the party is 
safe *o far as a split is concerned, for 
it is very firmly established. It is 
worth while considering a few points 
in connection with the so-called move-
ment for a new party and its chances. 
As yet last winter the attempt to 
form a new party was set in motion. 
In every organization there are dis-
gruntled ejements, who think that they 
ought to be at the head of the organi-
zation. There are a small number of 
such people in the British Labor party, 
officials of big unions, indeed, but well-
known conservatives. For the last 
twenty years or so these people have 
held on to the threadbare view of pure 
:» 
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and simple trade unic ism. They have 'people striving towards the same end. 
h. 
i 
«( 
. 
always be en opposed i: Socialist ideas. 
Naturally they are il -iisposed to the 
party's adoption of 11 pronounced So-
cialist tone. J. Hcveli i;k Wilson of the 
* Sailors and Firemen': IJnion is one of 
these old* leaders, an. 
other old-timers are 
formation of a ncn 
Sarty. The partizans > Icorge naturally supj: 
the reason that a sp 
he with a few 
ngincering the 
political labor 
u Premier Lloyd 
j ft this move for 
i: in the Labor 
party would play in > their hands in 
the next election. Pudsc ly this sup-
Srt harms the chanijin of the old re-llious elements and iterates in favor 
of the Labor party. |<he masses are 
Even Lord Lansdownc, a representa-
tive of the wealthy landed proprietors 
and an ex-minister for foreign affairs, 
embraces this view, probably with the 
intention of saving his class. But not-
withstanding this attitude of the Labor 
party it stands for carrying on the war 
if an honorable peace cannot otherwise 
be attained. 
*Tnc Sailors 'and Firemen's Union 
and a section of other British workers 
are extreme patriots. In their opinion 
no relations should be maintained with 
the German and Austrian labor repre-
sentatives until the Central powers arc 
completely vanquished. They arc not 
permeated with the p nctical, progres- satisfied with .the policy of the Labor 
sivc tone of the Labci oarty and real-
'iSie that a large majoi y for the pres-
ent government wou! I ..spell a strong 
setback to the cause if Labor. 
Party NofSi'jiafist 
Havelock Wilson ar I his few follow-
ers, who have remainei rigid and back-
ward, despite the fact hat the war has 
caused a revolution in thought, oppose 
the Labor party on !:JCC particular 
grounds: They are cl igrined at the 
Socialist attitude of tl i{ party and at 
its being led by J. Ran tty Macdonald, 
Sidney Webb and othts* prominent So-
cialists. They content that thc> party 
is pacifist. It will be remembered that 
the British Labor part'- and its leader, 
Arthur Henderson, ag is ted for an in-
ternational conference i< discuss peace 
conditions and admittii|r. to its delib-
erations delegates frot i the Socialist 
parties of Germany iiid Austria as 
well. That, however, iioes not" mean 
that Henderson or the ] urty is pacifist. 
The precise attitude of i lie party is evi-
dent from a resolution il adopted last 
year that the project"! 1 international 
conference in Stockholm should b-e 
merely "consultative aii'l not manda-
tory." Only last montl at the British 
Trade Union Congress, Henderson ad-
mitted that he had bee; In error as to 
the attitude of the Gei?:tan Socialists 
and organized workers 
party in opening its doors wide to 
brain workers of the professions and 
the lower middle class—poor doctors, 
lawyers, journalists, clerks and even 
small storekeepers. All these, says the 
Labor party, should be protected po-
litically against the gigantic companies 
and millionaires who seek to turn the 
war into a source for acquiring riches 
at the cost of the poorer section of the 
population. . The conservative labor 
elements arc against this • policy Lt.hcy 
hold on to the old rigid standpoinrthat 
the labor movement should be exclu-
sively confined to shop and factory 
workers; in other words, that it should 
be a pure trade union movement. 
. For a time the rumors of a split in 
the British Labor party alarmed all 
progressive people in America. Wc 
are 3,000 miles away from that coun-
try, and the news that filters througl 
the press is too meager and superficial 
to afford us an exact estimate of the 
inner psychology of the British labor 
movement. W e are apt to look at il 
through the spectacles of our own local 
affairs, while the circumstances there 
are altogether different. 
It should be borne in mind that the 
British Labor party is rftuch stronger 
and more firmly rooted than the So-
cialist movement in America. Urftil 
recently many here were in error as to 
the tactics, methods and large possi-
n c i n its bilities of that party. Since the party 
rotiation. did not make much revolutionary noise 
There are currents am :ag the most it was thought conservative, too mod-
conservative elements \\\ the British eratc and hardly Socialistic. But this 
._ 
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low estimate was by no means correct. 
It is true that the Labor party before 
the war was opportunist. It sought to 
avail itself of favorable opportunities 
in Parliament rather than indulge in 
revolutionary, phrases thatmrbuld be of 
small service* Rightly jBfeaking, op-
portunism is deeply rooteaJJjhe^Brit-
ish character. The public tnerffjid'i-
culcs mere -theories until they come to 
be recognized as "within the region of 
practical politics/' and have a chance 
to be carried out. 
New Idea in Labor Movement 
Before the war the Syndicalist-In-
dustrialist movement reached the high-
est point of its agitation. But while 
the extreme Syndicalists like Tom 
Mann agitated exclusively for strikes 
and mass movements, opposed state 
control and parliamentary methods, 
more practical people sought to merge 
the best in Syndicalism with political 
action. That was quite a new idea in 
the labor movement- Syndicalism, like 
Industrialism, stands for industrial con-
trol by the workers of every industry. 
Political Trade Unionism and Social-
ism stand for state control of industry. 
Came practical Englishmen and said: 
"Why, both these things arc good and 
necessary. I,et industry be owned by 
the state, but' let the workers have a 
direct voice in the management. Pre-
cisely this spirit is .reflected in the re-
construction program^ of the British 
Labor party. The, cool-minded British 
workers have worked out a practical 
Syndicalism that imparted Strength to 
the unions and thus advanced the La** 
hor party, since the Labor party repre-
sents mostly the trade unions. 
Without noise and regardless of its 
critics the Labor party gradually for-
tified its position. In the British Par-
liament nothing can be won by jarring 
notes and tactless methods, especially 
of a' small party like the Labor party, 
consisting of forty members (now only 
thirty-five members) against 630 mem-
hers'of other parties. Such methods 
do not appeal to the kind of English-
men of whom Parliament is composed. 
^nd they would play into the hands of 
labor's enemies rather than helpljihor. 
Therefore the Labor party trusted to 
moderate counsel and waited for suit-
able opportunities. 
Socialists Were Its Teachers 
We should also remember another 
fact. That though the body of the La-
bor party has always consisted of the 
trgdc unions, its spirit is that of the 
Independent Labor party and the Fa-
bian Society. The Independent Labor 
party, or 1. L. P., of which the well-
known James Keir Hardie was the 
founder and leader, is the mother of the 
Labor party. It was the I. UP.Withas 
trained it in practical political methods 
and tactics, while the Fabian Society, 
which is in reality a national Socialist 
educational agency, was its teacher in 
economic and political doctrine and 
theory. Many of its Parliamentary 
members always have been members 
of the L L. P. The trade unions have 
always supplied the material resources 
of the Labor party, while the I. L. P. 
and Fabian Society provided the lead-
ers and the ideas. In course of years 
there has been created a solid, harmo-
nious accord between the various ele-
ments — trade unions and Socialist 
grottps-—composing the Labor party. 
Hence it is absurd to talk of a split 
or fear the insignificant so-called new 
party. 
Compared with the Labor party 
Havelock Wilson and his colleagues 
are like a fly compared with a Hon. The 
mission sent abroad last springAv the 
American Federation" of Labor^Bftfor-
.tunatcly inclined toward the side of 
Havelock Wilson because it had no 
time to become thoroughly conversant 
with the circumstances and peculiar 
psychology of British labor. It has 
been said that President Gompers had 
pone to Europe to help the new party. 
If so, he is destined to gain knowledge 
that he did not possess. To the credit 
of President Gompers be it said, how-
ever, that-he is not the kind of man to 
help bringing about splits and seces-
sions, particularly in another country, 
and his mission has no such purpose. 
Supported by Lower Middle Class 
4. The Labor party is immensely 
popular among large sections of the 
population, and the government with 
the proprietary classes of profiteers 
\ 
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fear its growing po>i i:r. The ultimate 
success of the great l u-ench Revolution 
was due. to., the facl that the middle 
classes and a section i it the sympathetic 
elements of the aris', iixacy had joined 
i t The success of i us Labor party is 
likewise due to the I; >'.t that the lower 
middle class incline! an its side and 
sympathizes with its nims. For years 
there' has been carriei! on. an extensive 
agitation and system tktic educational 
campaign unequaled in any country 
and- this agitation i(is finally borne 
fruit Before the wai no access could 
be gained to the Ian it. masses of the 
people. Drunkenness indifference, ig-
norance and prcjudi*; i benumbed the 
minds, and the peoj;[it could not see 
how they were . be-in] j hoodwinked by 
politicians at election t'Jnes. The war 
has been an eyc-opclix to.them and 
they have come to sir. that"they had 
been asleep. It is tli II that gave the 
'Labor party its new prestige and 
power. 
. Whole Groupes Joij big Its Ranks 
At the recent paoli -conference Mr. 
Henderson reported tf. .'. more than 300 
Parliamentary Candida JIS had been al-
ready chosen. The r.>>iularity of the 
party is evident fron the fact that 
many adherents of I ii: Liberal and 
Conservative parties I live joined the 
of the old world have bccn-plunt 
confusion by the war, and. any 
tempts to focus clear-th irking and gener-
ous iedas are to be welcomed. Whether or 
not the Labor party will succeed in giving 
power and expression to its ideas remains 
to be seen. But men and women of all 
schools wish it well in attempting that task. 
5. We now come to the last ques-
tion: What are the prospects? 
Having regard to the enormous num-
ber of votes and the awakening among 
the people it is possible that a majority 
of the Labor party candidates should 
be elected. This, however, is not quite 
certain. 
Will Hold the Balance of Power 
The adherents of Premier Lloyd 
George arc conducting a slanderous 
campaign against the tabor party, and 
the Premier has, at all events, a strong 
influence in the country. But the old 
parties have no social program. As to 
the question of war and peace, all 
parties, the Labor party included, 
stand for the alms formulated by Presi-
dent Wilson. Therefore the Labor 
party may not secure a majority large 
enough to form a government But 
even of the party should only elect 100 
members to Parliament it will thereby 
obtain a tremendous power, enabling 
it to compel the government to ,carry 
Labor party and have (itquestcd to be through many items of its program, 
accepted as its candid; 1 ;s. There are For whatever government will be in 
among these, wcll-knc in lawyers and power its majority will be too Small to 
people of high station. Whole districts carry the day without the aid of the 
have been converted '(k its program. Labor party; and frequently the Irish 
In some localities the Jolitical organi- party in Parliament, which is usually 
zation of the Liberal pi ity with its en- ,in opposition and has 
tire staff has gbnc.ovi r to the Labor 
party. The party is limning candi-
dates even in the far- iin icd universi-
ties of London, Oxford ind Cambridge, 
The universities i n J t t gland have a 
separate representation : tod the Labor 
party has many adhei> Kits among the 
undergraduates 
The London Nation writes: 
The Labor" party'is ait; uting men of all 
classes who want to sec a! linear* and dras-
tic reform of society, wit i are profoundly 
dissatisfied with the spii )\ that accepted 
all the injustices of life il inevitable and 
irremediable, who arc tin* 1 u, drfsth of all 
formula, of the party sys *. The 
s nearly 100 mem-
bers, will Combine with the I-abor par-
ty to carry out certain reforms. Each 
of these parties, can, under certain cir-
cumstances, hold the balance of power 
and turn the scales against the govern-
ment. 
And even if the Labor party will not 
at present secure the reigns of govern-
ment, its prospects for tnc near future 
are very bright Judging from the as-
siduity with which its earnest and sin-
cere ideas are now brought home to 
the masses all over the country the day-
is not far distant when the British peo-
ple will make a determined effort to 
throw off the yoke o( wage slavery. 
/"V 
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Past and Present of U. S. Department of Labor 
Owing (o (he War, (he Department of Labor lias Become One of (he Most 
Important Sub-divisions of the Government. The Following Article 
Traces the Department's Development and Mentions (he Vari-
ous Bureaus of Which it Consists and Their Functions 
»y T. E. 
langcs have 
of' the 
- During this year mat 
occurred in the indusl 
country, and new changca ^con-
stantly taking place in thc^SBJions 
between employees and employers. 
Such words as "open shop," "closed 
shop," "scab agencies," ''unemploy-
ment," have almost disappeared from 
the largest industries. An entirely new 
condition of affairs has arisen, and it 
devolves upon every progressive work-
er to be' informed as to what distin-
guishes the present time from the pre-
war period. 
Formerly our country allowed its en-
tire industry to shift for itself. Crying 
scandals and murderous deeds were 
sometimes investigated, but nothing 
was done to remedy~ the evils. Under 
pressure of public opinion, if the pub-
lic and the press ranged themselves 
on the workers' side the latter from 
time to time won a strike and improved 
their conditions. 
But in order that our country should 
be enabled to carry on the war with 
success and be assured of victory the 
Government could not stand aside and 
look on at Capital and'Labor picking 
out each other's eyes, and in die mean-
time the energy and wealth of the 
nation running to waste. Such indif-
ferent attitude would have been disas-
trous to our country in the present war. 
To equip and mainain one soldier in 
the war it is necessary that more than 
one at home should perform the ncces-
Tabor in the different factories. 
icrwisc the war cannot-bc carried 
on to victory. 
Thus our government had to take 
over important industries and organize 
a system of control over the war in-
dustries left in private hands. Natur-
ally this control must be over produc-
tion. The first requirement is that pro-
duction shall not be delayed through 
the workers' discontent with their la-
. 
bor conditions and shall not be stopped 
on account of strikes. Hence nine-
tenths of government control is concen-
trated upon the task to regulate wages 
and hours and afford the worker sat-
isfaction and protection in order to in-
crease his output as far as possible. 
Id introducing this control the Gov-
ernment needed the assistance''of the 
organized workers much more than 
that of the manufacturers; and the la-
bor organizations have, with the ut-
most good will, agreed to see to it that 
there should be no delay so far as 
they were concerned, provided the 
workers would not suffer as a result of 
the grasping greed of the profiteers. 
For a number of years our Govern-
ment has had a Ministry of Labor de-
voted to affairs between Capital and 
Labor; namely the United States De-
partment of Labor. But until recently 
the Department was limited in its 
scope. Manufacturers took little cogni-
zance of its efforts. 'Hie Department 
could investigate strikes and labor un-
rest, but could go no further than pre-
sent a report to the President. Today, 
however, the Department of Labor has 
become one of the most important 
branches of the Government. All labor 
matters are under its control, atffeWill-
iam B. Wilson, the Secretary of the 
• Department, is also the Labor Admin-
istrator. 
The history and development of the 
Department of Labor is briefly re-
viewed in the following notes com-
municated by the Information and Ed-
ucation Service of the Department : 
The great war emergency labor pro-
gram has tremendously increased the 
scope of,the Department's work and 
has added eight new bureaus to the De-
partment's organization. 
The great importance of labor in 
winning the war has been responsible 
for the rapid growth of this part of the 
\ 
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Government's actiVl: es. The present for labor." Their desires arc well 
organization of the j 1 epartment of La- reflected by the act which called t 
bor; with its great « tploymcnt service department into being. This act d 
covering all the t e rnary of the United clarcs as the purpose of the depar. 
Staes, with its mai y other bureaus, -mcnt "to foster, promote, and develop 
requiring seven bm». nss in Washing- the welfare of the wage earners of the 
ton for their houstnf; far surpasses the United States, to improve their work-
e r leaders who ; n g conditions, and to advance their 
more than 60 years. ;i;o first suggested 
such'^ a branch of v lis United Slates 
Government. 
Probably the first mention of such a 
department came in n hill introduced 
in Congress in 186' by Godlove S. 
Orth, Member of (' ingress from an 
Indiana district, for he creation of a 
Department of Indusl Vj.' The bill was 
not adopted, howevit, arid no great 
amount of discussion vren was created 
by it in'thc midst of' lie Civil War. 
In the following yi) i : 15 labor lead-
ers met at Louisville,' i,y., and drew up 
resolutions urging th<! I'Stabltshment of 
,a Department of Lab »f in the United 
States Government. T 1 ts was the germ 
of the idea which hut. now had its 
fruition in the prest;il great organi-
zation, for the labolli i ionizations of 
the day took up'the pti ti enthusiastical-
ly and featured it at 11 rir conveniens. 
More han 100 bills and resolutions were 
introduced in Congress itp to 1902 sug-
gesting the organizatii <n of a Depart-
ment of Labor. " W b i : William Mc-
Kinley was in Congrci i he introduced 
a bill for a bureau of li bor statistics. 
. This and other b|lli! led to the for-
mation of a-hurcau in i:c Department 
of the Interior by til: name of the 
"Bureau of Labor." ' lie date of its 
foundation was June i'«', 1884. Four 
years later it was mad* a department, 
but with a commission* r at its head— 
an officer not of CabinCI lank. In 1903 
it-became again the "Bit ^:au of Labor," 
under the Department of Commerce 
and-Labor. It Still V It'vivcs in the 
opportunities for profitable employ-
ment." 
The Bureaus of Labor Statistics. 
Naturalization, and Immigration have 
existed with the department from the 
beginning, as has the Children's Bu-
reau, and a mediation service was an 
important part of the department's 
work.. From the-beginning'the aim 
of the department has been to lessen 
industrial disputes and to diminish-
thcir severity. Secretary Wilson held 
in his first report that much industrial 
trouble is due to the refusal of em-
ployers to grant their workmen, *he 
right of organization, though the em-
ployers themselves were organized as 
a matter of course. The right of or-
ganization by both parties has been 
recognized in the war-labor program. 
"In most instances in which employ-
ers grant to workmen practical recog-
nition of the right of collective bar-
gaining, which they themselves exer-
cise, fair relations are maintained," 
the Secretary wrote in his first rcoort. 
It was also the aim of the depart-
ment from the first to remedy indus-
trial conditions that cause distressing 
controversies. 
The department had a normal 
growth and steadily became, a more 
important factor in the Nation's life 
until the outbreak of the war with 
Germany. The vital importance of 
an adequate labor supply was per-
ceived at once and the department 
revised its organization in order to 
present Department oi' Labor as the handle the new problems brought 
Bureau of Statistics. about by war conditions. 
, The department as at institution of An Adjustment Service, with. H. L. 
Cabinet rank dates fi; iin March 4, Kcrwin as chief, is an extremely im-
1913, when it was dcfiii; hjly separated -portant feature of the war organiza-
from the Department n " Commerce, tiqn. To this service has been due in 
with W. B. Wilson, thi present Sec- many instances the preservation of 
rotary, as its head. industrial peace and the smooth op-
The labor men of I&ii called for a. oration of war work. The War Labor 
"department conducted ! y men of and Board and the War' t abor Policies 
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Board are both operating under the 
department in the labor problems of 
' c day. 
Perhaps one of the most spectacular 
new lines of work taken up by the 
department is that represented by the 
United States Employment Service. 
This great organization is now dis-
tributing the unskilled labor supply 
of the Nation, and is diverting labor 
from non-essential workup vitally im-
portant war jobs. The^jtojl also the 
Training and Dilution ServSBSBjp aim 
of which is to fill the places of skilled 
men with those less experienced, yet 
in such a manner that there will be 
no shock to industry. 
The Information and Education 
Service is making known to the Na-
tion the importance of applying ef-
fectively every ounce of labor power, 
and the Investigation and Inspection 
Service is handling the field work of 
some of the numerous other organiza-
tions,in the department. The Condi-
tions of Labor Service and the Women 
in Industry Service arc undertaking 
important work in special fields, and 
the Housing Bureau is busying itself 
with the problems of war workers in 
industrial centers. 
Such is the present organization of 
the department. The Employment 
Service alone now has about 25,000 
names on its lists of paid or voluntary 
helpers. The growth of the ^depart-
ment is in kecping'with the it&feascd 
importance of labor itself. 
Government Interested in Various Educational Plans 
Hy A. B. 
Not only is the Government inter-
ested in the workers keeping up pro-
duction in the war industries, but also 
in the causes for delay in production. 
The Government has found that the 
methods of employers of labor arc 
very faulty. We" know that produc-
tion is oft-times delayed for the reason 
that employers of labor, their foremen 
and managers, act like despots. Not 
alone do they prevent the workers 
from organizing in a union, but in 
many of the biggest industries they 
simply do not permit them to breathe 
freely. Consequently, when the work-
ers possess only a sense of self-respect, 
they look for other places of employ-
ment. This is also often a cause for 
their being discharged, as employers 
are more satisfied with submissive 
workers. 
Sundry investigations have demon-
strated that in all such factories the 
process of replacing old employees by 
new arrivals is carried too far. and 
not only does this involve a costly 
process of advertising, clerical work, 
and so forth, but production is thereby 
much retarded. For before the new 
workers have adapted themselves to 
their task, both time and money have 
been incurred, and when they have 
gained the necessary experience they 
. 
might have to leave their places for 
one reason or another. 
The Government has long since 
taken cognizance of this fact. There 
is a saying: "Necessity breaks through 
iron walls." Labor has beeOrae Such 
a necessity that the various Govern-
ment departments are seeking by -every 
means to save the tremendous waste 
and loss occasioned by.idleness while 
labor is in great demand. At present 
no private firm having the least con-
nection with war work may adver-
tise for help unless it has special Gov-
ernment permission. The Department 
of Labor, through its employment bu-
reaus, controls the entire supply of 
labor for the various war industries. 
It is an old criticism against the 
present system of society that man-
power is lost also in another way. W e 
know very well that young people 
with bright minds arc often forced to 
become common laborers because their 
parents are too poor to^give them an 
education, while children of sluggish 
minds arc crammed with knowledge 
they cannot assimilate because their 
parents made money on the Stock Ex-
change or by profiteering. Thus 
things get twisted and society loses 
the advantages it would derive from 
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its best children if idustry were ar-
ranged or. a better i. stem. 
The fact that the Ifcvcrnment seeks 
to correct such evils III; the war indus-
tries is a sign of th<; limes. It shows * 
the advent of a new >;ra in the indus-
trial life of the o'.iintry. And al-
although all the i n n nations are only 
for the duration of I vs war, one. may 
he sure that after thl war society will 
not. permit such - in; nstrial chaos as 
has been prevailing vsretoforc. 
AH Government : apartments, and 
especially those occu::ed with indus-
trial question^ and nutters pertaining 
to the relations bet*i >;en capital and 
labor, feel the great ntied of spreading 
knowledge and infpn ration. One of 
' the most interesting departments for 
education is that whiij l is training em-
ployment managers—- Caching men to 
become proficient in iiring help and 
dealing with the labor lorcc in all mat* 
' ters relating to their lie and labor-in 
the factory. There ill iuch a division 
in the War Industries Hoard, of which 
B. M. Baruch is ejiaiinan. In con-
nection with this matii i; Prof. Edward
 ( 
-Jones, of Michigan Ui iVcrsity, writes^ 
as folows: 
UNCLE SAM TO TRAIN EM-
PLOYMENT MiM'TAGERS. 
The Government hi) 1-found it nec~ 
cssary to enter the fii| ill of education 
on a large scale. \ i ;ir Emergency 
Courses in Employmei t Management, 
conducted by "the Em ilpyment Man-
agement Division off tiiit-.War Indus-
tries Board, under the mspiccs of five 
Governmental Departnt Juts, have been 
arranged for in nine Universities to 
.date. The outline of, the courses of 
study was made by Captain Boyd 
- Wisher,* who has genera, Supervision of 
the work. 
These courses by enr-loyment man-
agement are designed j| I train men or 
women, who already hi »»c. a basic ex-
perience of at least thij't' years in in-
dustrial life and factor) .methods, and 
who have come in actui 1 contact with 
shop problems. Empk jcrs of labor, 
particularly those haV ilg war con-
tracts, are urged to suggest men or 
women from their own 'organizations 
as candidates for these i: arses. With 
the increasing tightening of the lahor 
situation, it is absolutely essential that 
large plants have an efficient central 
employment department. If the Gov-
ernment is to take upon itself the task 
of furnishing labor when called upon 
it is necessary that that labor be cm-
ployed in the proper manner. " In 
other words, each man should be hired 
to do the thing he is best fitted to do. 
In these days every man must count 
and there must be no square pegs in 
round holes. Therefore it is up to the 
employer to place his house in order 
and make the best use of the men with 
which he is supplied; 
The introduction-of the employment 
manager into industry, and the stand-
ardization of the services of an em-
ployment department is acknowledged 
t3 be one of the greatest movements 
now taking place in the manufacturing 
industry of this country. 
Courses have been arranged for at 
a number of universities all over tin-
country and already there have been 
172 graduates from the classes con-
ducted thus far. Most of these have 
returned to their own plants and 
placed in operation a department of 
employment. In each case where ;i 
central employment department is in 
vogue, there is never a thought of re-
turning to the old-fashioned hit-or-
miss method of hiring men. 
The courses of instruction in the 
various schools run from six weeks to 
two months, and the classes are con-
ducted by the foremost authorities in 
the country. 
The course of study deals chiefly 
with the problems of employment 
management. Brief consideration is 
given, however, to statistics, labor 
economics, and business organization 
and management The materials pre-
sented %on the subject of employment 
management covers the organization, 
and equipment of an employment de-
partment, the employing of the work-
ers, the training of the Workers, the 
payment of the workers, the control 
of working conditions, efforts to keep 
the work up to standard, and the gov-
ernment of the shop. There are no 
i 
" 
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Labor's Part in The Fourth Liberty Loan 
Organized Labor in New York, has 
made extraordinary preparations for 
the .promotion of the Fourth Liberty 
Loan. Spokesmen for the many local 
and international unions in New York 
City arc convinced thatkthe rights la-
bor has won in this cSlintry would be 
sacrificed utterly if Gc75jBta^should 
triumph over the democrawSSBons. 
Far in advance of the actual drive 
for the Fourth Loan, notices were sent 
to each of the 200,000 members of the 
Central Federated Union in* this city, 
urging them to buy bonds and give all 
possible aid to the floating of the huge 
Loan. The last of these notices was 
sent out in the first week of Septem-
ber. 
In the meantime, the General Ex-
ecutive Committee of the Central Fed-
erated Union, of fourteen members, 
had resolved itself into a special bond 
committee to aid the Fourth Liberty 
Loan. 
"Nothing in the movement of organ-
ized labor is so important at the 
present time," declared Ernest Bohm, 
Secretary of the Central Federated 
Union. "There is not a local uniflji in 
New York, no matter how small, that 
will not subscribe to Liberty Bonds 
of the Fourth Loan. Besides that, 
thousands of our members will buy 
bonds as individuals. 
"Organized labor believes in democ-
racy. Only under a democratic form 
of government could labor win the 
privileges of organization and collcc: 
tive bargaining that have been ob-
tained in this country. We are ready 
to sacrifice to the uttermost to defend 
•American rights against- the Prussian 
menace: Thousands of our members 
are "Oveb There.' Other thousands are 
engaged in Government work in sup-
port of the war, The rest of us will 
S"ve everything we have to increase 
e power of our country in the fight 
for world democracy." 
i Mr. Bohm stated that the unions af-
filiated with the Central Federated 
Union took more than $500,000 of 
bonds in: the first three loans, for 
the unions, and that Liberty Bond 
purchases' by individual members 
amounted to more than $1,000,000. 
He expressed the belief that all former 
records in the sales of Liberty Bonds 
to unions and union men will be v 
beaten in the Fourth Liberty I^oan 
Drive. 
"This," he went on, "in spite of the 
fact that the cost of living has been 
rising, and organized labor, irksiipport-
ing the war programme of *&< Gov-
ernment frequently has waived the 
right to press even the most reason-
able demands. 
"Any privations we may suffer 
now, in the war period, arc nothing in 
comparison to the loss which organ-
ized labor, with all other free institu-
tion? of the democratic countries, 
would, lose by the triumph of Ger-
many. 
"The unions and individual mem-
bers will buy bonds of the Fourth 
Liberty Loan to a greater degree than 
before, in spite of increasing difficul-
ties. Our members know that this will 
mean not only the safety of our organ-
ization in the future, but also-increased 
comforts in place of those we must for-
go at the present time. 
"The temporary sacrifice that must 
be made to buy Liberty Bonds is 
nothing in comparison to thjjfcmiscry 
that we should suffer from the bonds 
that a victorious Prussia would fasten 
on us. 
"We wilt do our utmost to support 
anything and everything that will 
tend to preserve democracy." 
In the Rronx, a special Liberty 
Bond Committee, representing thirty 
unions, has been organized. It is 
headed by Albert Abrahams, and has 
practically the personnel of the com-
mittee that disposed of $250,000 of the 
Third l o a n bonds in two weeks. 
"That's nothing to what we're going 
to do. for the Fourth Loan," declared 
-". 
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Mr. Abrahams. "Ti :•:• drive for de-
mocracy is well beg: HI. Now is the 
time to finish it." 
Aside from the g< itrral committees 
of the federated boil i:s of organized 
labor, all the larger ua l and interna-
tional unions have S| ixial bond com-
mittees. The United Hebrew Trades , 
Cioakmakers ' Union Amalgamated 
Clothing Workers , {>i;- Workers and 
other unions have foi tiled committees 
and arc working di iuently for the 
Fourth Liberty Loar, 
While the people of the United 
States are raising thil Fourth Liberty 
Loan, the people of [ liirmany will be 
engaged in raising^Iji i ir ninth W a r 
Loan. I t is not know11 in this country 
what the amount of '! it: German loan 
is, but the interest ratt is five per cent. 
Americans don' t ha !• to be offered 
five per c e n t to indui n them to take 
bonds of their Govt u r a e n t They 
would take them if tr.ii bonds paid no 
interest at a l l ! Yet Mffcat a coinci-
dence that the two en mpaigns should 
come at the same m o n i m t l W c who 
do not fight, who can •; tijj take "Bonds, 
are now face to face \\\\h the German 
people as our troops i re face to face 
with their troops. . A.nerican dollars 
arc competing with Gi i'raan marks. 
We know what our rnops can do— 
what they have done. .:rt the German 
people sec what the A ner ican people 
can d o ! An ovcr-subi(opt ion of the 
Fourth Loan would, iiider any cir-
cumstances, be a blot i between t h e 
eyes for the German:) coming at a 
time when they cannol 'Iby any possi-
bility over-subscribe 11 ar own w a r 
loan—if they even 
tion. 
You can add po 
subscribing to bonds 
Liberty Loan. 
ubscrip-
blow by 
the Four th 
AMERICA WILL A 
Bureaus of Information W, 
in Cities Having Lai 
Quarters to Proteii 
HiMIGRANTS 
I Be Bitablistied lip 
Uncle Sam is now 90111! to furnish in-
rcphews and 
till be for neph-
;: lor they arein-jtlia scheme of 
u « o rn ftoui 
fonnation hureaus for hi 
nieces. 
Primarily, these bureaus ' 
ews and nieces by adoptior 
tended as a part of the i 
Americanization now being worked out 
the aliens living in America, ta provide fii 
aid for immigrants in any of the thousand 
and one crises of life in a strange land. 
It is unfortunately true that a feeling has 
prevailed among, certain classes in the past 
that immigrants exist solely to be exploited 
and deceived. The ignorance of American 
customs so general among those in foreign 
quarters, their tendency to trust strangers, 
and the readiness of sharpers to prey upon 
them, all combine to make their lot any-
thing but pteasant until they have learned 
through long and costly experience. 
Some of the immigrant* have relatives in 
America and probably most of thern have 
friends here; large numbers are aided by 
such organizations as the Hebrew Shelter-
ing Aid Association and others with the 
same aims.*. But-with all that friends aud 
charity can.do. the immigrant at times h--
a hard time in America, ard to save him 
some of the more painful an:! expensive ex-
periences the United States Government is 
establishing bnreaus throughout the coun-
try where the worst of his '.roubles can be 
settled. 
In many stores^ of shady reputation it is 
the regular practice to overcharge the im-
migrant. Lawyers of the shyster..class 
charge him exorbitant fees for littlc^o'r no 
service, and "runners" exploit him wher-
ever possible. Fly-by-night "bankers" Open 
establishments in foreign quarters, where 
they offer to send remittances home to the 
families of men working here. Some of 
them never send anything back at all; large 
numbers charge from twice to ten times 
what the service would cost if the immi-
grant knew where to go. 
Even in the event of sickness and death 
the immigrant is exploited, if he is so un-
fortunate as to find an unscrupulous physi-
cian or undertaker. It is too often the rule 
that native-born citizens par little attention 
to the desires and needs of the immigrant, 
and the consequence is. that he frequently 
becomes much disappointed with his career 
in America. 
To remedy this whole situation is the aim, 
of the Commissioner of Naturalization, 
whose bureau is a part of the Department 
of Labor, To show Americans their re-
sponsibility to the foreign born, and to 
show immigrants how they can become not 
only Americans in legal form but thor-
oughly imbued with the spirit of American-
ism, Is the aim of the information service 
planned for the various cities. 
Posters, moving pictures the press, in 
fact every avenue through which the immi-
grant can be approached, will be utilized to 
reach him. He will be tavght. in his own 
language and in English alike, that the 
United States wants to help him; that he 
has only to make his wants known to be 
assured of aid. 
The information office's will helo itnmi-
T » M S >n bringing their families to America" 
in rrcovering^moncy of which they arc 
robbed through fraud, anc in other ways 
• 
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The American I ifep Movement in the Present Crisis 
By A R. 
V 
ACTIVITY OF THE WAR LABOR 
BOARD 
It would be impossible to report all that, 
the National War Labor Board haa done 
last month, as hundreds of cases are always 
awaiting ita action. We shall, however, 
mention a few occurrences which have at-
tracted considerable attention all over the 
country. 
Those who read in the last issue of the 
Ladies' Garment Worker the article on the 
National War Labor Board saw that the 
Board in actually a court for passing on in-
dustrial disputes. But this court docs not 
evolve outworn notions in regard to capital 
and labor aa the regular courts do. , The 
principles of the War Labor Board are defi-
nitely and clearly set forth, President Wil-
son himself has set bis seal on these prin-
ciples in a proclamation. One of them is 
collective bargaining, or as it is called in 
our circles, "a machinery for settling dis-
putes." A second principle is that the 
workers have the right to organize and em-
ployers must not prevent i t Naturally, 
when the War Labor Board renders a deci-. 
sion the parties at variance must accept i t 
Last month a case happened in Spring-
Held, Mass., where employers refused to ac-
cept the Board's decision. A second case 
occurred in Bridgeport. Conn., where the 
workers refused to comply with the Board's 
decision. 
Penal ty for Flaunt ing Labor Board 
In Springfield it was the Smith and Wes-
son Co., which manufactures guns. Until 
recently the firm conducted an open shop 
and entered into individual contracts with 
the workers, and the Board ruled that m-
divHual contracts must be abrogated for 
the time of the war. Thereupon the firm 
wrote a letter to the War Department pro-
testing that it conducted a non-union shop 
and would not accept the ruling of the War 
Labor Board, as it was contrary to the 
opinion of the United States Supreme 
Court which had sanctioned the individual 
contract last winter in injunction proceed-
ings against the miners. 
! 
As a penal? for the non-compliance of 
the company the Government *Omman-
deered the entire plant and immediately 
placed a supervisor of the War Department 
in charge. 
President Wilson W a r n s W o r k e r s 
In Bridgeport the members of the Ma-
chinists' Union were the recalcitrant party. 
The incident occurred after a seriss of dis-
putes in regard to wages and other de-
mands, when finally the War Labor Board 
stepped In. As the Board could not agree 
the matter was referred to one of its um-
pires. Otto M. Eidlitz. The workers were 
not satisfied with his award and suspended 
operations.- -
It should be borne in mind that they sus-
pended work contrary to the will of the 
union officials. President Johnston ordered 
them to return to work and request the 
War Labor Board to re-open the case; the 
union officials being likewise dissatisfied 
with the award because it was not based 
on correct knowledge of actual e d i t i o n s . 
But instead of complying with the^order of 
their international president they went on 
strike and appealed to President Wilson 
against the award. 
Trade unionists with a proper conception. 
of trade union practice can see at a glance 
the awkward position in which the work-
ers placed themselves. In the President's 
letter to the workers the following; passage 
occurs: 
It is of the highest importance to se-
cure : compliance with reasonable rule* 
and procedure for the settlement of in-
dustrial disputes. Having exercised a 
drastic remedy with recalcitrant em-
ployers, it is my dnty to use means 
equally well adapted to the end with 
lawless and faithless employes. 
The President warned them that unless 
they returned to work they would be 
"baned from employment in any war In-
dustry in the community in which the 
strike occurs for s period of one year. 
During that time the United States Em-
ployment Service will decline to obtain em-
ployment for you in any war industry else-
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where in the United Si t i n , u well as un-
der the War and N.i<. Departments, the 
Shipping Board, the l! lilroad. Administra-
tion' and all other go mniment agencies, 
and the draft board* %\V.\ be instructed to 
reject any claim of rxz : )I on. • 
Worke r s Heeding ihe President 
The President's letht had the desired 
effect The strikers for. itrith called off the 
strike and sent the Preii (lent the following 
reply: . . 
We-loyally accept yti ir command that 
we return to the wo'.iing conditions 
which we left, and we flail proceed, as 
you advise us, to rca[i i ;i our case to 
the established govcrr; (?r lal tribunals, 
. leaving the event in yei v hands as chief 
magistrate of our migl \\i nation. 
The employers then t> nk the liberty of 
refusing to reinstate a l;irge number of 
strikers, and the local uri: i again appealed 
to President Wilson. T i t President noti-
fied the employers that I 11 workers must 
be reinstated. 
Subsequently the Wi r Labor Board 
modified the Eidlltz a'i t rd rendering it 
acceptable to the worker . This was done 
through the resident ei i: miner who had 
been Invested with full ii >;»er by Prank P . 
Walsh and WUliam H. T. lit, and no public 
hearing was held. Thi men's principal 
grievance arose from tt persistent prac-
tice of discrimination by I :<t employers and 
v their espionage system hi offering with the 
workers* industrial contrition. Charges 
are pending against thi employers that 
they resort to subterfus/ to prevent the 
reinstatement of the worlii's and refuse to 
release them, thus preveii nig their getting 
employment elsewhere, I'aese grievances 
, will be speedily rectified i nw that the offi-
cials of the War Labor Bi tx& have matters 
well in hand. , 
There are sixty-six plai u iu Bridgeport 
engaged in war industries i id they employ 
an aggregate of 60,000 wc| l;cn, According 
-to the award of the umpii: the convention 
alluded to above was iu]U>»ed to consist 
of delegates elected by llie workers of 
every shop. The convent! in was to name 
candidates for members ol (lie local Appeal 
Board composed of threi workers, three 
employers And a chairman . ipiintcd by the 
Secretary of War, which \]>ieal Board is 
to settle disputes between ' h : shop com-
mittees and the shop mamt ;itn ent; and the 
candidates were to be elected by a referen-
dum of all the worker*. The convention, 
however, was packed with emissaries of the 
employers, detectives and anti-union elc-
ments'and this constituted a grievance on 
the part of the union men, 
Another objection to the award waa that 
it failed to give the workers the four wage 
classifications which they deemed fair and 
just. Those getting 75 to 77 cents an hour 
were to get 78 cents; those getting 41 cents 
were to receive 47 cents and those getting 
40 cents were to be increased to 46 cents. 
Among those who complained to Mr. 
Walsh were women corset workers of a 
certain factory in Bridgeport, claiming that 
they had been refused releases by their em-
ployers, although they had no work to do 
at corsets and wished employment at mu-
nitions. — 
Board Procures Schoolrooms for 
Meetings 
In Bridgeport it was impossible ft 
citizens to procure hall* for meetings with-
out the permission of the president of the 
Police Board who is also the president of 
one of the large munitions factories. The 
workers complained to the officlals^of the 
Board of this restriction. 
Recently the Board has arranged with 
the Board of Education to open six school-
rooms for meetings, .Upon five citizens or 
declarants for citizenship signing an appli-
cation for the use of a schoolroom the re-
quest N''-'' be granted. 
REGARDING THE 8-HOUR DAY AND 
OVERTIME 
The eight-hour day was recognized in 
principle for most war industries, but in 
practice the short work-day" is not every-
where in operation. During last month one 
of the Board's umpires, Justice Walter Clark 
of North Carolina, rendered a decision up-
holding the eight-hour day and time and a 
half for overtime. The decision will now 
become a precedent for the War Labor 
Board in similar disputes. 
The matter in dispute occurred in Wheel-
ing, West Virginia, in the iron molding in-
dustry, and the decision is -interesting for 
the reason that it introduces a democratic 
principle in the question of overtime. In 
the words of the decision no overtime shall 
be permitted except in cases of emergency; 
namely: 
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1. Overtime work shall be paid for at 
the rate of time and one-half for all 
hours worked in excess of eight hours, 
with double time for Sundays and holi-
day*. 
1. The question whether or not 
emergency exist*, together with the 
length of time over which such emer-
icy may extend, and the number of 
hour* per day, shall be deter-
icd by agreement between the man-
agement and the working moulders in 
the shop. 
3,-For the purpose of effectuating 
agreement mentioned in Paragraph . 
a permanent committee of four per-
is is hereby created, two of whom -
Kill be designated by the -management 
of the plant and two by the working 
moldera in the shop, the assent of at 
least three of whom shall be necessary 
for permission to work more than eight 
hours in any day of twenty-four hour*. 
In his decision the umpire referred to 
the principles of the War Labor Board 
which read: "In all cases in which the ex-
isting law docs not require the basic eight-
hour day, the question of hour* of labor 
shall be settled with due regard to gov-
ernmental necessities and. the welfare 
health, and proper comfort of the work-
ers." This reasonable judge realized that 
the workers' health would suffer by a long 
workday. Judge Clark is, moreover, by no 
means an ordinary judge. In his opinion 
labor occupies an important position in so-
ciety; i t i s the -basis of civilization. Wi th-
out labor the world would come to a stand-
still, said this enlightened judge In effect. 
HEARING AS T O T H E BROOKLYN 
*> RAPID T R A N S I T 
At t iwend of last month Prank P . Walsh 
and William H. Taft, joint chairmen of the 
War Labor Board, held a hearing in City 
Hall, New York, upon the complaints of a -
number of the company's employes, who 
charge that they had been dismissed 
because they had joined the local Broth-
erhood of Locomotive Engineer*. The 
hearing would involve questions of wages, 
hours, the spy system, and so forth, • 
Not only was the War Labor Board re-
quested by the employes of the B. R. T„ 
but also by the Public Service Commission 
to make investigation. The latter desires 
the Investigation to be more general. I n 
the last f e * months the Interborough Com-
pany-has cut down the train service on the 
subway*; the management claiming that 
they cannot procure men so operate trains. . 
The Public Service Commission desires 
t i t be ascertained whether the company \ 
cannot procure men because it does not 
pay sufficient wages, and 'wha t the wages 
and labor conditions should be to attract 
men and thus enable the company to fulfill 
i ts obligations. A public hearing on these 
questions would be interesting. 
At the first session Mr. Williams, the 
president of the B. R. T., questioned the 
right of the War Labor Board t o vonduct 
this hearing. But Mr. Taft retorted that 
the Board had ample power and that it 
wotdd be exercised. 
DOLLAR P O W E R SHRINKS 
Washington.—Figures published by the 
Department of Labor show that the pur-
chasing power of | 1 in July, 1918, as com-
pared with July, 1913, five years previous, 
has shrunk t o 54 cents in Washington and 
Baltimore, 57 cents in Philadelphia, 59 
cents in Chicago and 63 cents in San Fran-
cisco. ' 
Stating this In another way, the increase 
in the cost of food during trie five-year 
period was 85 per cent in Washington, 84 « 
per cent in Baltimore, 77 per cent in Phila-
delphia, 66 per cent in New York, 69 per 
cent in Chicago and 58 per cent '*> S»" 
Francisco. 
I n the one-year period from July, 1917, 
to July. 1918, food advanced 12 per cent in 
San Francisco, 21 per cent in Washington 
and Philadelphia, 20 per cent in Baltimore, 
17 per cent in New York and 11 per cent 
in Chicago. 
TEN-YEAR SENTENCE ON E U G E N E 
' V. DEBS 
Last month Eugene V. Debs was sen-
tenced in a Federal court to ten years in 
the penitentiary for a reference to the war 
"in a tone of criticism, and thereby trans-
gressing the Espionage law. Deb* is well 
known as the erstwhile leader in a historic 
strike of railroad workers, as a forceful 
speaker and writer and several times the 
presidential candidate for the Socialist 
party. 
All aincere people admire the courage of 
Eugene v. Debs in these excitable times. 
mm 
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He declined to call wiuiisaea to refute tne 
charges against him l i t clearly admitted 
having delivered the ot juctionable addresi, 
but he claimed to hav uttered the truth. 
Debs denied that he si 11 pro-German. On 
the contrary, he declar! I himself as an im-
placable foe of Kaiserl c a He character-
ised the Kaiser as "a >:ast incarnate and 
the embodiment of. tfci spirit of tyranny 
and oppression." 
:e is to cement/a 
ons among the 
President Gom-
•* feeling perme-
utl and v i l l i of 
n international 
hiii s. 
LABOR CONGRESli ON MEXICAN 
BORDi lilt-
On November 13, an important Interna-
tional Labor Confcrem t will be held in 
Loredo, Tejtas, on th< Mexican 'border, 
and will be attended b;i representatives of 
the trade union moviiiisnt of both the 
United States and Mix: if. President Wil-
- son and President Carr.i i.;a. as well as the 
governors of the bordei States, have been 
invited to attend as guil ts . According to 
the official opinion of it! ;<romoters, one of 
the aims of the conferei 
bond of friendly relii 
masses of both nationi, 
pers has thus expressed 
, sting this movement: 
A meeting of the mi 
the'masses of two cot: ..rics represents 
a new conception of international di-
plomacy and a new e n 
relations and organizr 
Ignacia Bonillas, Ambil nador from Mex-
ico, has stated on hts pait t that "it remains 
with the organized labor Movements of our 
countries to bring about i fraternal under-
standing that even dipli nucy might not 
be able to accomplish." 
The Executive Council lit the American 
Federation of Labor will meet at Loredo 
at the time of the confei slice. 
A new labor organ, di voted to the in-
terests of the workers in s 1 South Ameri-
can republics, made its n i)>earance in the 
middle of August. I t in Hailed the Parf-
American Labor Press i iid is published 
every Wednesday in Englii ( and Spanish by 
the American Alliance foi Labor and Dem-
ocracy. 
~ 
REQUEST FOR WO&II1N ON WAR 
LABOR BOl.i tD 
The Executive Board Jli the National 
Women's Trsde Union-Ltt sj.ue has decided 
to request the appointment i of two women 
on the National War Lai tir Board. The 
following telegram has been sent to Presi-
dent Wilson: 
The Executive Board of the National 
Women's Trade Union League, in meet-
ing assembled, recognising the increas-
ing responsibilities resting upon the 
women workers at this war crisis, urges 
upon you the appointment of two wo-
men to the National War Labor Board, 
one of whom .•.lull be * trade unioniat. 
The request is due to the fact that prac-
tically every case that comes before the 
National War Labor Board involves large 
numbers of women workers, and as this 
condition will become the mora marked as 
the draft proceeds, it becomes both a mat-
ter of justice to have women's viewpoint 
represented in the War Labor Board, 
LABOR WOMEN TO DISCUSS RECON-
STRUCTION 
The words "reconstruction after the war" 
are now frequently heard. Everywhere 
reconstruction programs are being talked 
about. The British Labor Party was the 
first in the field with its many-sided recon-
struction program. Gradually this histori-
cal labor document has re-echoed in the ' 
hearts and minds of all conscious workers 
in every land and especially here in Amer-
ica. Many of the ideas and propositions of 
this program shine forth in every Socialist 
and labor program. The Executive Board 
of the Women's Trade Union League is 
convening a meeting to discuss reconstruc-
tion, and Vice-President Fannia M. Cohen uon, ana vice-rr tnaent rannia m. i-ooen 
of our International Union hai been invited 
to attend the meeting. 
CALLING WOMAN LABOR CONFER-
ENCE IN WASHINGTON 
On October 4 and 5, a woman labor con-
ference will be held In Washington, D. C. 
All international unions have been invited 
to be represented thereat Miss Fannia M. 
Cohen has been appointed to represent our 
International Union. The conference has 
been called by Miss Mary Van Cleek, di-
rector, and Miss Mary Anderson, assistant 
director, of the Women-ln-Industry Divi-
sion o( the Department of Labor. 
Weighty matters are to be brought be-
fore this conference in view of the call of 
the Government to the women of the coun-
try to enter into industry and thereby re-
lease the men who are to be drafted into 
military service. 
Unity Summer Houses of "the • Ph 
Boston Waislm&fefiEs 
\ By FANNIA M. COHS 
A GLIMPSE AT T H E UNITY 
HOUSE O F LOCAL NO. 15 
While the quarterly meeting of the 
General Esecutive Board was held in 
Philadelphia at the end of August we 
availed ourselves of the invitation of 
the Philadelphia Waistmakcrs' Union, 
Local No. 15, to visit their Uni ty-
Hoifte in Orville, Pa., on Saturday 
•ening August 24. 
When \vc arrived there we found at -
the entrance a huge sign in big letters, 
"Welcome G. E. B. of the I. L. G. 
W. XL to the Unity House of Local 
No. 15." Besides this we were greeted 
by about a hundred and fifty young 
women and young;'men singing spe-
cially composed "Unity Songs." 
After enjoying a very tasteful sup-
per in company of so many good 
friends and comrades, we were pleas-
antly surprised with a vocal and in-
strumental concert. The audience as-
sembled on the grounds, relaxing id 
convenient rocking chairs, facing the 
porch that was used as a stage for the 
young attractive soprano, ami the gift-
ed 'cclloist and violinist. When -the 
artists had sung and played the last 
pieces, we were ordered to turn our 
rocking chairs in an opposite direction. 
There were unveiled before us tab-
leaux of human safiucs, symbolizing 
different events and ideas. The clos-
ing act,of the evening was performed 
by the members of Local No. 15 sing-
ing folk songs and telling anecdotes. 
It was a real "jollification." 
Sunday morning after enjoying a 
real country breakfast', the General 
Executive Board went into session in 
the library, in an artistically arranged 
cottage, where we noticed the book-
case filled with books and the walls 
adorned with beautiful paintings con-
tributed by the workers of different 
shops and by individual members. We 
also found there sundry sculptures. 
Two comfortable armchairs were part 
cf the furniture. 
The impression that we carried 
away from this working women's and 
working men's house, run-on a co-
operative basis—a summer house that 
costs already thirty thousand ($30,^ 
000) dollars—was very pleasant in-
deed. We felt much encouraged. 
It again demonstrated my contend 
tion that great things can be accom-
plished in our local unions under de-
voted, able and enterprising leadership. 
What is needed as a basis to build 
upon is the creation of a proper atmos-
phere and awakened intelligent inter-
est among the rank and file. 
UNITY HOUSE OF BOSTON 
WAISTMAKERS 
A middle-aged lady, the wife of 
wealthy northwestern shoe manufac-
turer, and a young woman met in n 
car of a tram going to Falsiiiouth, 
Mass. 
While exchanging remarks on the 
beautiful landscape that unveiled be-
fore them, they became gradually en-
gaged in a lively conversation. 
Among other things, the wife of the 
wealthy shoe manufacturer told the 
young lady that she was spending the 
summer on the north shore of Cape 
Cod, Mass., where her new acquain-
tance was also going to spend her va-
cation. 
A big, expensive automobile was 
waiting at the station for the middle-
aged lady. Sitting comfortably in the 
machine she asked the young lady 
whether her machine was also waiting, 
and if not she offered to take her to 
her cottage 'if she would be kind 
enough and give her address to the 
chauffeur." 
Everything was nice and polite—-un-
til the young lady gave her address as 
"Camp Unity." Whereupon the wife 
of .th« shoe manufacturer, in amaze-
ment cried, "What, Camp Unity"' and 
indignantly turning away from her 
new acquaintance, said to the chauf-
• • v . 
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: "Go ahead, I nhn," and momcn- on an island, most of which is occupied 
y the machine i ^ appeared in the by a widow. Her husband lies-buried 
fcur 
laril  
woods, leaving the ; n ng woman smil-
ingly behind her. 
No wonder thai) yhc mere mention 
of "Camp Unity" 11 locked the wife of 
the wealthy WcsUrn shoe manufac-
turer. Because, t'l in meant that her 
new acquaintance, ilhe attractive and 
refined young lady whom she accept-
ed as one of the »: i wished daughters, 
probably, of a manufacturer, was sim-
ply a Boston dress, tiakcr, a member of 
Local No. 49, who ' a s rejoicing in the 
pleasant cxpectatio i of spending a two 
weeks' vacation \i her own .Unity 
House, in compan) of fellow workers. 
lift-
•laders Will under-
loston Waist and 
•xt their own sum-
run for and by the 
i.nion. This is the 
';>. within our Inter-
excess 
• • 
there in a very costly granite cave. 
It is considered one of the most 
beautiful islands. Nature has lavishly 
endowed it with its own beauty. High 
curved rock, numerous trees and flow-
er gardens with grand arches arc con-
spicuous throughout Human labor 
(contributed its touch, building a mag-
nificent castle designed and beautified 
by the artistic skill of the architect. 
Despite all this, one is chilled by a 
deady atmosphere. The sad expres-
sion of the old Widow, sitting lifelessly 
in a rocking chair adds to the gloom. 
She shivered and looked scared to 
death when the jolly voices of my es-
corts reached her. 
It came to my mind what could be 
accomplished, and how much real joy 
of life could be derived if this charm-
ing island were the property of the 
Waistmakers* Union, Local No. 49. 
On our way back we anchored our 
boat and tried our good luck with fish-
ing. There was a great desire among 
my company to bring a few "fish" to 
the camp. But the wise fishy crea-
tures consumed all our "food" and 
avoided our bait We were so ab-
sorbed that no problems existed for us 
at that time. It is very pleasant to for-
get all the troubles and enjov beautiful 
Mother Nature. 
Fully appreciating the value of a 
summer Unity House in the country, 
which enabled some of the members to 
spend there a pleasant two weeks' va-
cation, the members of Local No. 49 
by no means undervalue the necessity 
of convenient headquarters in thecity 
where they can initiate educational 
and social activities. Since it is almost 
impossible for them to get such a 
(reaming eyes, and building rented, they decided to carry 
.on a campaign among their members 
for; a fund to build such a house as 
soon as their plan will be completed. 
We all wish them success in their en-
terprise. 
It was indeed a great pleasure to me 
to see how interested the young wom-
en members of Local 49 arc in the af-
membcrs of her un 
From this the : 
stand that the 
Dressmakers, too, ' 
mer Unity House, 
members of their 
newest Unity Hoit 
national. 
Funds to cover . ic 
of the house wcrjj liaised through an 
exhibition of drcii^s contributed by 
the workers of eve •(« shop collectively. 
Camp Unity i: situated on the 
shore of majestic I !;ipe Cod, surround-
ed by trees and fli -vers and adjoining 
artistically constn:; :ed cottages, occu-
pied by very weal y.ty families. 
Upon my visit ::» the-place I was 
met by happy, jtiffu! young women 
singing labor somjj i pf hope and inspi-
ration for a better hiturc. Nature there 
is so beautiful and jioctical that under 
its influence one < .:inot feel uthcrwise 
but happy and ht< tiiftil. 
In the dining ro: in around the tables 
forty occupants of I'M camp were hav-
ing their meals, pi: !| tared on.a co-oper-
ative basis. A sIMingcr seeing their 
happy faces and 
hearing the sour11 of joyful voices 
could hardly uti; <;rstand wherefrom 
this vitality comeii lp working women, 
who for years cart): the brunt of mod-
ern capitalism, iihen life comes in 
touch with nature. :|ierc is no room for 
worry or pessimii;ii, but for joy and 
hope. 
In the aftcrnoo: on Labor Day, af- fairs of their union, how proud they 
tcr rowing jar scne time, wc landed are of the accomplishments of their 
• 
- - . . : - : ^ ; : : : . • , • : • - - > - : , - ; : -
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three-ycars-old union and how they 
appreciate their management 
In conclusion I consider it a privi-
lege to inform ray readers that with a 
view to assisting our members to ac-
quire a better understanding of the 
needs of the community they jiye in 
and the practical means and ways to 
be employed in satisfying them, Prof. 
Chas. A. Beard has promised to write 
m • **N 
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a series of articles for the Ladies' Gar-
ment Worker, on the necessity of a 
Municipal Market Terminal. Dr. War-
basse will write on co-operation and 
&r. Frankel on health. These distin-
guished men arc exports on these sub-
jects, and the editor assures me that 
the articles will be read with great in-
terest and will be of benefit to our 
readers. 
Successful Gooporaliv^ntorprise of the Cloak 
Pressors'
 ;UnnJMocal 35 
Gradual Development of a Union Store which Is of Much Benefit to the 
Membership and of Great Future Promise 
By L. P. 
The initiative within our union of 
combatting the high cost of living be-
longs to the Cloak Pressers' Union, 
Local No. 35 of New York. For a 
number of years this local has been 
one of the best-organized and" firmfy-
established unions affiliated with the 
International Union. It is by no means 
the biggest union in point of member-
ship, for the local has only slightly 
more than 6.000 members in good 
standing, yet it has managed to 
strengthen its position in a manner 
that sets a good example to other, 
larger local unions. * 
Local No. 35 was the first of our 
locals in New York to introduce sick 
ami consumptive benefits and a relief 
fund. These funds won the hearts of 
the members for their local union and 
placed it on a solid foundation. 
Puring the recent bad seasons the 
cloak pressers suffered equally with 
all the other branches of trade. The 
present unexpected dulncss in the 
cloak industry is similarly affecting 
"them.. But the hard times only tended 
to knit the pressors more closely to-
gether,, and they decided to case the 
distress arising from the high cost of 
living by supplying certain foodstuffs 
In their members on tho co-operative 
principle. 
In the ranks of the New York cloak-
makers the co-operative grocery store 
conducted by Local No. 35 is the talk 
of the day. For not only docs this 
enterprise benefit the members of this 
local but all other members of the In-
ternational Union who c;.rc to make 
purchases in the union store. Upon 
presenting their union card they are 
supplied with foodstuffs, the best in 
the market, cheaper than inferior qual-
ities supplied in retail stores. 
BEGAN IN A SMALL WAY 
Originally the idea had been planned 
by the local officers and active mem-
bers. The store was? however, not 
opened under the direct auspices of 
the local but by a few active members 
who had organized a society and 
raised a small fund foi that purpose. 
Subsequently the fund proved too 
small and it was not deemed proper 
that the enterprise should be isolated 
and in a few hands, so the local as-
sumed control over it. There carTbe 
no-longer any doubt of its great suc-
cess, and the members of Local No. 35 
are elated at their local having brought 
into existence an institution so bene-
ficial to the New York membership of 
the International Union aad so credit-
able to their local. 
There has been, however, one draw-
back which has rendered the promot-
er:! of this co operative enterprise anx-
ious and dissatisfied, namely the in-
sufficient accommodation in the local 
headquarters for- the development of 
the 'concern. The Cloak Pressers' 
Union has been located at Second Ave-
II 
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nue and. Fourteen'11 street since sev- olher local unions very comfortably. 
i 
oral years, and the ilore has been grad-
ually extended: un;il it has come to 
occupy two entir; floors, which are 
crowded with box»!! and sacks of pro-
duce, and, the.unio : offices arc rather 
cramped' for space. 
In view of the |resent state of the 
market and the nci ils of the member-
ship the present st: )|>ltes arc not suffi-
cient; besides.thc ncmbership cannot" 
really gain any 'id vantage unless 
things arc purchasi il o,n a large scale 
at reduced prices. Brother Kazan, 
the energetic and •: it voted local ..secre-
tary has been givit.; this matter much 
anxious thought. 
The Local has insisted from $7,000. 
to $8,000 in the 'bi I'lness and is pre-
pared to invest a lai rer capital. There 
is now in the unie i treasury, includ-
ing the Relief Fundi 'wftr $60,000. The 
investment in this <i n:crprise.is consid-
ered as safe as any mnk deposit. Fur-
thermore, a larger investment would 
help to buy goods a; cheaper rates and 
effect a saving f>; i the*consuming 
membership. Thus the present scanty 
accommodation has : ten a bitter drop 
in the cup of glory. ' 
NEED FOR 1! INTENSION 
Like all resourceli! men, Secretary 
Kazan is farsigfctcd is* to the • possibili-
ties'of the enterprise i He believes that 
the store might adv. ntageously invest 
in a stock of shoes,; * fiic,h could be re-
tailed to the meml itrs at $ LOO and 
$1.50 and in some en Urs probably $2.00 
less per pair than l ie retail price in 
the shoe stores. T • at would be an 
appreciable saving f; i every purchaser 
uiui especially for tii (i families buying 
several pairs of shoei .»t a time. Thus, 
. all that is needed for <!Xtcnsidn is larg* 
cr premises. 
This anxiety has : ow been relieved. 
Local No. 35 has ju( I bought a house 
for $65,000 large cnogh to extend its 
co-operative enterpri. *:, The house oc-
cupies one of the mult attractive cor-
ners in the busy th>: mughfare of Sec-
ond avenue and Fil.vcnth street and 
has six floors inc!u<! jig basement. It 
will not only proviti! office room for 
the union and ''ample:itorage room for 
the co-operative buhiess ; there will 
be some rooms to i pare for housing 
Incidentally it is interesting to note 
the historical connections of-the house, 
which formerly belonged to the estate 
of Peter Stuyvesant, the first governor 
of New York, This is calculated to 
add honor and prestige to our Inter-
national Union no less than to Local 
No. 35. 
Of course, extensive alterations have 
to be made and operations have been 
already started. It is intended to take 
the first floor anil basement for, the 
store and stock rooms', while the upper 
stories will be utilized for offices and 
meeting rooms. The house will be 
ready for occupation about the end of 
November, and it is expected that the 
event will be duly celebrated. 
Under the present arrangement the 
store is somewhere on the sixth floor, 
In the new house the members' wives 
will be enabled to make personal pur-
chase? and will not have to burden 
their husbands to bring the packages 
on their way home from work. The 
management is also planning to or-
ganize a delivery system for sending 
orders home to members twice a week. 
There is much scope and promise for 
. this co-operative enterprise in the near 
future, and all the members of the In-
ternational Ladies' Garment Workers' 
Union will accord their enterprising 
and energetic sister Local No. 35 their 
heartiest wishes of success upon the 
day when the extension of its co-opera-
tive branch will be inaugurated in its 
own house. 
UNION ACTIVITY NOT^RE-
LAXED 
It should be mentioned in conclusion 
that on account of upbuilding the co-
operative concern the local union has 
not relaxed its vigilance and activity 
in the trade union field. There has 
been no neglect of union affairs, which 
have been attended with as much en-
ergy and zeal as ever. The local office 
is a regular beehive of buzzing activ-
ity, and the officers and local executive 
board are even now planning the in-
troduction of a system of life and 
health insurance and disability benefit 
for members rendered unable to pur-
sue their employment. 
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New Activities in Waistmakers' Union, Local 25 
The Waist and Dressmakers' Union 
Local No. 25 is the biggest single local 
in the International Onion. The local 
has at present about 20,000 members 
in good standing. This means that its 
membership is considerably larger and 
that the local extends its influence over 
30,000 workers in the trade. In a local 
union with Such a numerous member-
ship many activities arc natural!}; go-
ing on, yielding good materia) for the 
student of comtemporary union events. 
Problems Due to Marriages 
As our. readers arc ^warc the local 
membership consists mostly of youn&j 
women workers, and naturally there i s ' 
large annual turnover, so to say— 
embers leaving and new members 
flowing in. This is due in the main to 
marriages and other causes. It should 
be remembered that men, even when 
they marry, come to work the very 
next day, as if nothing happened. Very 
rarely a working man can afford to go 
on a honeymoon ^rip unless he marries 
in the slack season. For girls, how-
ever, particularly Jewish girls, the 
marriage license is an automatic with-
drawal from the union. In plain words, 
when a girl marries she replaces shop 
work by housework and .ceases to be 
a member of the union. It has been 
computed that sotm' 5,000 girls leave 
the waist and dress industry every 
year to get married. 
In one way it might be deemed ad-
vantageous to the union to get an ac-
cretion of new blood every year. On 
the other hand, the union loses the ex-
perienced workers, the conscious mem-
bers, and must start organizing and 
educational work anew every once in 
a while, while other unions with a 
stable membership are hardly con-
fronted by any such problems as face 
the administration of Local No. 25. 
Two Wage Increases This Year 
in course of this year I-ocal No. 25 
has twice succeeded in gaining an in-
crease of wages for its members. In 
January, ;fj918, the employers were 
forced to grant an advance of 8J^ per 
cent. 
Recently, in July, 1918, due to the 
ever increasing cost of living, -tms, em-
ployers w'Sfcc prevailed upon to grant 
a further increase of 10 per cent. These 
two increases have not yet brought the 
workers' earnings up to the level com-
mensurate with present hard times; 
but it adds to the union's prestige that 
it has been able to keep firm control 
over wage conditions and convince the 
employers before the Board of Arbi-
tration of the necessity to improve 
them. Of course, the membership is 
proud of the union's successful ettorts. 
In January, 1919, the present agree-
roent with the Dress and Waist Manu-
facaBfeFs' Association has to be further'-
revised. This is provided for in the 
agreement itself. A special committee 
of the union is busy preparing new 
demands to be presented at the coming 
conferences between both parties, 
which are expected to begin toward 
the end of November. Unusual activ- . 
ity prevails in union circles, and all 
active members are looking forward 
with keen anticipation to further im-
provement in the position of I.ocal No. 
25. They hope to render its position 
-more impregnable than ever. 
Raising a Defence Fund 
All the active spirits are unantmo 
in desiring to attain further necessary 
improvements amicably. But they 
do not attempt to forestall the mind 
and temper -of the employers. From 
experience they know the possibility 
of the employers 'trying to stiffen their 
backs dnd refusing to budge. This 
makes . preparedness necessary. The 
union must be provided with ample 
funds to conduct a strike, should a 
strike become unavoidable. 
By a decision of the local Kxecu-
rive Board a defence fund for this pur-
pose is now being raised by special 
assessment on the membership. It is 
desired to bring this defence fund up 
to at least $50,000. This together with 
the existing strike fund, derived from 
an appropriation of 2 cents per mem-
ber weekly, will providethc sinews of 
M 
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war, should the ta\ 1 layers by their at-
titude force indu!' Hal. Warfare upon 
the union. The spuial assessment-de-
cided u|Hin is the i - dividual wage in-
crease of every rmi liber for one week 
won< last July. l'-;ith, week-workers 
and piece-workers, < re subject to this 
assessment. This; *?ill make an aver-
age of between tv;: and four dollars 
per member- \Vh> ;\ the payment of 
these sums is comji :ted a large round 
sum will bo realize':. 'The last week in 
August was the t u s k for which the 
assessment was to be paid. Special 
lists have been dis' nbutcd among the 
workers in the sh<i ::i upon which the 
assessment is bc!fig collected Told 
large sums are stei ilily flowing hV< • 
Movement for a : id Benefit Fund 
At the same timi a movement is in 
progress for a siclt benefit fund. So 
far, it is optional t< r members to join 
the circle which is trying to establish 
the fund; they may inroll by agreeing 
to pay $3 a year, n id in case of sick-
ness they are to : It entitled to $5 a 
week for a period r 1 eight weeks. 
In the opinion o; • Brother Scidman, 
the-chief clerk for. tlie association de-
partment, this is at 'initial effort. As 
soon as an appri liable number of 
members will rcspc 111 to the call of the 
inner circle, it will : t an indication of 
the growing sentiniiiit in favor of the 
sick benefit fund, ; i d the union will 
then step in, assui i * general control 
and run the fund f; 1 the benefit of all 
the members.. 
Unity Co-opt; 'utive House 
We now come t> i a new enterprise 
in connection with ', it>cal No. 25, which 
was already noted n (he Ladies* Gar-
ment Worker Tor ! cptcmbcr by Miss 
Fannia M. Cohn. This is what is 
called a Unity^o-*: ('crativc House for 
residential purpose! 
cning to the union that it has set active-
members thinking of a similar enter-
prise in the city for such girls as have 
no home of their own and are obliged 
to board out. 
In addition to ideal country sur-
roundings, pure mountain air and good 
food, they had in the summer Unity 
House pleasant associations, organized 
entertainment and social pleasure 
which, to young people like our waist 
and dressmakers, are as important as 
bodily nourishment. Lectures on in-
teresting topics, literature and drama; 
discussions on labor and social ques-
tions; good music, singing and danc-
ing—all these in their combined effect 
have evoked great enthusiasm among 
the waist and dress makers. A similar ' 
program can be carried out in the 
Unity Co-operative House in the city. 
Miss Rose Harriet, who is the soul 
of this new activity, has grouped a 
number of girls around her. A Unity 
Circle Was formed, of which Miss Har-
riet is the secretary. A small fund 
was got together and a suitable house 
was found on the corner of Lexington 
avenue and Twenty-ninth street. The 
Executive Board granted the circle 
$2,000 for household furniture and 
utensils and for rendering the house 
fit and ready for comfortable occupa-
tion. I t is practically a four-story 
apartment building and will house 
forty inhabitants. A lease has been 
secured for three years and by Oc-
tober 1 forty rooming girls will live 
together in an abode of peace and hap-
piness on the co-operative principle. 
There are large and small rooms, all 
light and airy, a commodious dining 
ronm and a kitchen. On the ground 
floor there will be also a spacious re-
ception room, a reading room and li-
brary. A piano has been provided for 
the reception room and a Victrola with 
Since the last thieo years Local No. the best classical records. 
. 
25 "has been runn 
out of town to a!: 
tions to its membei 
The movement hi 
Philadelphia and I 
will notice in anotli 
cessful has been tl 
i\( a Unity House 
ord summer vaca-
! at moderate cost. 
! sincC spread to 
iiiton, a3 the reader 
:r column. So suc-
U co-operative en-
terprise and.so ir.s( iiting and strength-
One of the active spirits of the Unity 
Circle is Mollic Friedman, whose bri 
address at the recent convention 
the American Federation of I-abor, re 
fcrring to the educational system 
our International Union, so impressed 
the delegates. Miss. Friedman feels 
sure tha t the house will be run on a 
m 
• 
i & 
, rting basis. The plan is that 
all the expenses incurred should be 
divided among the forty occupants. 
The management will provide two 
mclals a day, breakfast and supper, 
and the housekeeping will be done by 
the girls themselves. 
On my visit.to the place, September 
21, the house was not yet inhabited; 
the painters and the paperhangers 
were still working. Yet it was already 
full of life. In the large room where 
the library is going^ to be, the Unity 
Circle was in session, the members' 
faces beaming with inward joy and en-
thusiasm characteristic of idealists 
whose dream of years is finally 
brought to fruition. I reflected that 
this enthusiasm, quiet and unassum-
ing, is bound to bring success to this 
newest enterprise emanating from the 
active and intelligent membership of 
the Waist and Dressmakers' Union, 
Local No. 25. . 
General Welfare the Paramount Issue 
On October 7 new elections arc to be 
in the local for manager of the 
indent department. Owing to 
irregularity in ,'thc last .election the 
General Execuive Board at its recent 
sessions ordered a new election. The 
cause of the irregularity is due to tnv-
ial misunderstandings which now and 
then occur in all large organizations. 
This, however, has not affected any of 
the local activities which arc gliding 
along smocUhly. It is the general feel-
ing that wividuals must surrender 
their personal wishes to the general 
welfare, and this alone insures a great 
future for the biggest local of our In-
ternational Union. 
CLOAK OPERATORS, LOCAL 
NO. 1 
One cannot refer to this local union 
without being reminded of the crisis 
which the local passed through only 
last year. As our readers know, the 
Cloak Operators' Union has bee_n radi-
cally reorganized in such a short time 
and with such great success as to sur-
prise even its best friends. Owing.to 
this reorganization Local No. 1 again 
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ranks as one of the foremost locals in 
International Union. 
al now rests on a solid foun-. 
; l l
' '^PBi a s a°out 9,600 members in * 
good standing and a substantial treas-
ury. Its meetings arc well attended 
and conducted in a proper union spirit. 
With the clearing out of the disrupt- . 
crs there has come an end to bickering 
and obstruction, and the former excit-jng scenes of jarring discord have dis-
appeared from the council chambers. 
Calm deliberation and orderly and in-
teresting discussion of trade problems 
are marked features at every gathering. 
A Distracting Dull Season 
Unfortunately tne cloak and start 
trade is passing through a distracting 
fall season; Usually the trade is busy 
at this time of year and work keeps up 
until Thanksgiving day. This year, 
however, owing to a scarcity of ma-
terials, high prices and other causes, 
cloak making has fallen off in volume 
and many cloak operators are idle, 
though this is supposed to be the 
height of the season. Tne workers 
complain bitterly, but they know that 
they cannot find fault with the union, 
as the officers of the International have 
been trying to obtain work for such of 
the factories as have the facilities for 
producing military garments, ai»d good 
results are expected from their efforts. 
At the end of the previous season 
the officials of Local No. 1 had reached 
an understanding with the Raincoat 
Makers' Union, Local No. 20, by which 
-the cloak operators got employment in 
the raincoat shops. But owing to the 
graft scandals, in which a number of 
the raincoat factories are involved, 
work has been practically suspended. 
Brother Cutler, the manager of U>cal 
No. 1, refers in a tone of appreciation 
to the mutual relations of Local No. 1 
and Local No. 20. When work was 
plentiful in the raincoat factories the 
officials of Local No. 20 welcomed the 
cloak operators in their shops and " 
treated them with brotnerly regards. 
Lo«al No. 1 has, however, much to 
complain of in the attitude of the offi-
cials of the Amalgamated Clothing 
Workers. Brother Cutler is loud 
" 
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in his complaint!) that the members 
of the Amalgam at < i|: Union have failed 
in brotherly consii ^ration to the cloak 
operators seeking nnploymcnt in their 
busy factories cr ;ngcd in producing 
military garment;.' Brother Cutler 
charges that cloal: operators employed 
in. the factories uni cr the control of the 
Amalgamated Ch: tiling Workers arc 
looked upon with t; iiifavor by the"mem-
bers of that union and in most cases 
arc refused access -\a the shops which 
arc making mifit: ry garments; even 
though the nuuul .Iturers are in need 
of additional labor loree and willing to 
employ them. • ] ] [ 
Cloak operators i i;mc with numerous 
complaints to , the! ( local office; The 
officials of the A ua'gamated Union, 
however, seem qui! I unconcerned about 
these complaints s: til-make no attempt 
to change their latitude, being too 
eager to keep all the work for their 
own members. 
Tarn Linns' GAXMXNT WORKS* 
Regarding Membership Meetings 
Recently the question how to ar-
range the membership meetings has 
come to the front in Local No. 1. 
Originally the local had been divided 
into sections for the purpose of holding 
membership meetings, which had taken 
place in various parts of the greater 
city. But these meetings had been 
poorly attended, and the local began to 
call general member meetings. It is, 
however, impossible to gather together 
the greater part of the 9,000 members 
in general meeting, and the question 
is, whether or not the local should re-
vert to the section form of meeting. 
Perfect agreement is impossible 
where experience shows that either 
proposition is more or less unsatisfac-
tory, and so far the local has not come 
to any definite conclusion. Recently a 
number of general mcetmgs have been 
held with lair results. These meet-
ings were well attended and the dis-
cussions were stimulating, the members 
taking a keen and intelligent interest 
in the questions dealt with: 
From whatever anglc-thc present po-
sition of this local union is viewed the 
conviction grows that the operation per-
formed by the International Union in 
making a clean sweep and reorganizing 
the local forces was absolutely esscn-
expcncncc a change
 ;.rf heart and estab- t i a i t 0 i t 3 healthy, normal life and has 
hsh more atmcablt relations with the added strength and prestige to the e*-
Cloakmakers' Uni<: t\. tire organization. 
"One of Them" 
By Elizabeth HasamaUz, Just Published by Houghton Mifflin Company, Price $2.00 
Naturally, this i. iljriendly attitufljfef 
the Amalgamated ; Union has called 
forth much indignu ;:on and resentment 
among the Local 'io. I membership, 
and the resentmen: is bound to grow 
unless the Amalgamated Union will 
This book is descrhird by the publishers 
as "The pilgrimage, ct li Russian girl to the 
Land of Freedom an t her life in the gar-
ment factories of Nt: i York; an unforget-
table picture of ait unconquerable soul." 
But to us who live, n ore and have our be-
ing in the very union i ferred to in its pages 
the book is not only tlie individual experi-
ence of one unconq. liable soul. It typi-
fies thousands of sou n who united in soul 
and effort to conquer ii«at-shop conditions 
and modem shop sh i;ry and finally suc-
ceeded in effecting a [ ittat industrial change. 
We have not hitherto made it a practice 
of reviewing books in this publication. But 
"One of Them" is one of the members of 
our Ladies' Waist and Dressmakers* Union. 
Local No. 25—a local union so big and en-
terprising that it has provided rich material 
for the economist, sociologist and student 
of human nature. Moreover, the book deals 
with union experience and shop life that 
rarely gets into print It is a revelation not 
only-oi one soul's struggles but of the col-
lective struggles of a numerous class of 
young women who rarely find self-expres-
sion in «he form that Elizabeth Hasanovitx 
- \ 
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has chosen to make her own. It Is because 
•he has dared to bate her soul to the gen-
eral public and thus call attention to the 
great work of the union In remedying the 
abominable shop conditions which had 
reigned supreme only a few years ago that 
the nook merits more than a passing notice 
in our officially printed records. 
Heretofore such experiences found ex-
pression mostly in "shop meetings." Any 
disclosure of the way the human being, re-
garded as a mere labor commodity, was 
dealt with ih the garment '.factories—any-
thing of the kind appearing in print 
usually elaborated by one skilled in the art 
of wielding the pen.' Thus it was difficult 
to disarm suspicion or rebutt the charge 
that strong color had been lent to the pic-
ture. This accounts for the fact that that 
section of the public which never has its 
fingers soiled by anything savoring of the 
shop has been so slow in arriving at the 
conviction that shop life for women work-
ers is one long process of pain and suffer-
ing. Elizabeth Hasanovitz has hot gone 
through experiences of the time prior to 
the strike of 1913 or 1909. The process in 
the garment making factories of only a 
decade back was even far more aggravated 
than her own experience. Shop practices 
of that time might be described as a shock-
ing inhumanity meted out to men and 
omen. They might be characterized as 
the NEEDLES OK T H E OPERATING 
MACHINES OFTEN ENTERING THE 
VERY HEARTS OP T H E YOUNG 
WOMEN OPERATORS AND THE 
HOT PRESSING IRONS SEARING 
THE SOULS .OF THOSE WIELDING 
THEM. What is more, captains of indus-
try and their hired 'assistants often found 
delight in making this process as wound-
ing and lacerating to the young hearts as 
they possibly could. The experiences of 
Elizabeth Hasanovitz were not so shock-
ing, although bad enough, showing what 
the women workers are up against under 
boss rale even where improved conditions 
prevail-
Perhaps, orf*the theory that pain and suf-
fering refines and brings out the best hu-
man Qualities, that process was necessary. 
For it intensified righteous indignation. It 
generated tremendous energy and will-pow-
er and enthusiasm in the tens of thousands 
of "hands." Eventually the hands turned 
^S .11 
ried out unprecedented revolts, veritable in-
dustrial revolutions and overthrew the 
sweatshop and most of its oppressive fea-
tures. 
"One of Them" describes lingering rem-
nants of the old sweat-shop in the every-
day shop vernacular. It is to be hoped that it 
will find ita way to that still disbelieving 
section of the public and open the eyes of 
Its prejudiced mind. For in its pages there 
Is no extraneous color, no superficial pen 
flourishes to create effect; nothing to lend 
lificance to the charge that facta have 
stretched by fancy to give them a 
M of truth. Here is the truth itself, 
the plain, unvarnished truth, portrayed in 
the simple, chatty shop manner. Hence 
penetrating and unforgettable. 
"One of Them" when read reflectively 
mentally associated with such remarkable 
events of our time as the National War 
Labor Board will help us to understand the 
nature of the industrial changes that the 
war is fast bringing about both here and 
Europe. 
We are all thankful to Elizabeth Haa-
anoviu for placing on record a vivid pic-
ture of shop experiences which could not 
easily be reconstructed from the official 
record*. For there is a tendency on the 
part of the historian to pass over personal 
experiences as being too subjective for gen-
eral application. Yet the outstanding fea-
ture of these experiences is that they have 
been very common and general. Hence 
"One of Them" must be commended for 
reading and reflection. 
A.R, 
A 100 PER CENT WOMEN'S UNIO 
Here U one instance where wor 
women are 100 per cent organized and have 
much improved their condition. 
Secretary Will R. Boyer of the Interna-
tional Broom Makers' Union reports that 
during last year their Local No. 29 suc-
ceeded in securing an agreement with the 
employera. The agreement provides a min-
imum wage of $12 per week, effective Sep-
tember 1. 1918. Women receiving from $12 
to $18 will get an increase of 20 per cent. 
Women doing the same work as men will 
receive the same pay. 
Formerly, as non-union workers, women 
broom makers were earning from $7 to $9 
a week. Now they are earning $28 and $30 
* 
<:. 
into minds and intellects, planned and car- per week in union shops. 
KHHBB 
,»2 L*bn=a' GA«MSKT WORKER 
THE WA; ;I: SYSTEM 
The only answer hat the spokesmen of 
the existing social • nler can make to the 
complaints of the iiganizcd workers Is: 
"What do you want, *'ou grumblers? Don't 
you see that your | | edition has been con-
siderably improved? Wages have been in-
creased enormously. >:h.inces to work have 
greatly improved, i * i you are protected 
against want and r . i c y . What more do 
you want?" With liacK arguments, and 
with others of a sir; |.tr nature, the capital-
ists and exploiters • i n no longer make an 
impression—not on liie people in general, 
and least of al l on t i I workers. T h e higher 
wages are paid only II response to the com-
manding force of 41 •;a:iization. Thft capi-
talists do not give li t i thing voluntarily, but 
when they are con: I'tUed by the force of 
organization to pay higher wages they un-
derstand v*ry wet. how to recover their 
losses and not redins their profits. They 
simply unite amoi j ; themselves, abolish 
competition and r u l e the price of their 
goods, and the defii iincy caused by paying 
higher wages is mil In good. Today, when 
the price of everytlt ng is exorbitantly high, 
the workers, with heir higher wages, are 
worse off than th«: > were formerly, when 
wages were lower, ' >:i when the necessities 
1 once again as cheap. 
m o r e protected against 
•mce, want and misery 
i at any time before. 
It is out of the <| i:stion that the cares of 
subsistence, want 11 i misery can be com-
pletely relieved ttlJitr the present totally 
perverse and dam; is le social system; but 
it must be admitti t that even under this 
inequitable worloSti iler many things can be 
changed and much ;;in be improved, as has 
been 'amply provei by the activity of the 
labor organizations, lihich has brought many 
advantages for tht workers. In the first 
place may be me ; (toned the reduction of 
the working hourn which has been of im-
mense value to tit j workers. Then there 
has been effected I setter t reatment of the 
workers on the pa i; of their superiors, bet-
ter sanitary arranj naenta In the workshops, 
better safety de»i its and o ther improve-
ments. All thes*i achievements must be 
credited to the Uliil organizations, and for 
that reason we *d\> liarte that all wage work-
ers should, and. |< fact, must, organize 
for the porposii of, first, improving. 
of life were at lei. 
The workers are n ; 
the cares of subsn 
now than they wer 
even if only temporarily, their condition 
through the force of organization, and, sec-
ondly, to learn in the school of organization 
how it is possible to improve the condition 
of the workers permanently. I n this school 
they will learn that this is possible, but that 
it is possible only then when the present 
social system has been replaced by a better 
and more humane social orders—Switch-
men's Journal. 
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UiiioN Office Amus* 
New Haven Corset Workers 173 Edgcwood Ave., New Haven, Conn. 
New York Wrapper and Kimono Makers. 22 W. 17lh S t , New York City 
Cleveland Cloak and Suit Cullers ' Union . . . ,314 Suprriot Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 
Worcester White Goods and Waist Workers . .49 Harrison St., Worcester, Mass. 
Chicago, III., Cloakmakers 1815 W. Division S t , Chicago, III. 
Petticoat Workers ' Union 22 W. 17th S t , New York City 
Denver, Colo.. Ladies' Tai lors 244 C h a m p e - S t , Denver, Colo. 
Italian Cloak, Suit and Skirt Makers ' Union. . . .231 E. 14th St., New York City 
Boston Waistmakers 724 Washington S t . Boston. Mass 
New York Children's Dressmakers .22 W. 17th S t , New York City 
Montreal, Canada, Custom Ladles' Tailors..387 City Hall Ave , Montreal, Can. 
Los Angeles Undies' Garment Workers 218 S. Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal. 
Philadelphia, Pa.. Cloak C u t t e r s . . . . 
Chicago Raincoat Makers 
Boston Cloakmakcrs 
Cleveland W;iist and Dressmakers. . 
New York Waist Buttonhole Maker 
New Rochelle Ladies' Tailors 
Phila. Embroidery Worke r s . . 
Montreal. Canada, Cloak and Skirl 1'rcssers, 37 Prince Arthur V, 
New York White Goods Workers 35 Second St., 
Cincinnati Cloak makers 311 
244 S. 8th St.. Philadelphia, Pa. 
. . .1145 Blue .Island Ave., Chicago, III. 
.751 Washington St., Boston. Mass. 
. . .314 Superior Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 
80 E. 10th S t , New York City-
106 Union Ave , Now Koclicfle, N. Y. 
. . . . . . . . . 2 1 2 6 N. 7th S t . Phila.. Pa. 
Montreal, Can. 
New York City 
Odd Fellows Hall. Cincinnati. Ohio 
I 
New York Buttonhole Maker: 
S t Louis Skin , Waist & Dressmakers' Union 
New York Bonnaz Embroiderers 
Toledo Cloakmakcrs 
Hartford Ladies' Garment Workers ' Union.. 
Philadelphia Cloak Finishers 
T o r o n W Skirl and Drcssmakc 
Chiaago Ladies' Tailors 
Baltimore Dress and White G 
Boston Amalgamated C u t l e r s . . . . 
Vineland Cloakmakcrs' U n i o n . , . . 
Worcester, Mas** Cloakmakcrs. . 
Philadelphia Ladies' Tailors 
Watcrbury Indies ' Garment VVor 
S t Louis Cloak Operators. 
..112 W. 21st St.. New York City 
. .Fraternal Building. St. Louis, Mo. 
..103 E. 11th St., New York City 
. . .813 George St., Toledo, Ohio 
16 Loomis S t , Hartford, Conn. 
..244 S. 8th S t , Philadelphia. Pa. 
208 Spadina Ave., Toronto, Canada 
951 N. Hoync Ave.. Chicago, III. 
023 E. Baltimore St.. Baltimore, Md. 
Washington S t , Bosion, Mass. 
. . . I I . Miller. 601 Landis Avenue 
26 Columbia S t , 4§orcestcr, Mass 
505 Reed St.. Philadelphia, Pa. 
.270 N. Main St., Watcrbury, Conn. 
ratcrrial Bldg., 11th and Franklin Aves. 
Ladies' Tailors. Alteration and Special Order Workers, 725 Lexington av., N- Y. C. 
Chicago Cloak and Suit Cutters 
N. Y. Cloak Examiners, Squares & Bushile 
Toronto, Canada, Cu t te rs— 
Toledo l ad ies ' Garment Cutt 
Cincinnati Skirtmakers 
St. John Indies ' Gar. W o 
Custom Dressmakers* Union 
Toronto, Canada. Cloak Pressors 
Cincinnati Skirt Presscrs' Un ion . . 
.909 N. Homan Ave., Chicago, 111. 
n ion . . . . 78 E. IOth St., N. Y. C. 
0 Augusta Ave.. Toronto, Canada 
.425 Parker Ave.. Toledo, Ohio 
411 Elm S t . Cincinnati, Ohio 
p a n i c s St., S t . John, N. B . Can. 
Forward B'ldg., 175 E. B'way, H. Y? ' 
110 Augusta Ave.. Toronto, Canat 
. . . . . 3 1 1 Odd Fellows Hall, Cincinnati, Old 
Chicago Waist, Dress and White Goods Workers. 1815 W. Division St., Cli i . II 
Baltimore Ladies' Tai lors . 1023 E. Baltimore S t , Baltimore. M< 
Montreal, Canada, Raincoat Makers 1138 Clarke St.. Montreal, Canat 
St. Louis Ladle*' Tailors Fraternal Bldg., I l th and Franklin Avt 
Baltimore Ladies' Garment Cutters ' Union..1023 E. Baltimore S t . Baltimore, Mt 
Cleveland Raincoat Makers . 314 Superior Ave., Cleveland.-Ohio 
Montreal, Canada, Ladies' Wais t Makers 1271 Clarke St.. Montreal Canada 
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